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CSBS  Branch 43 Sudbury 

 

  Minutes 

 

  Minutes taken on January 3, 1953, 

of the first meeting of the youth in the  

meeting room of the Slovak National 

House 

in Sudbury, in presence of the members listed be- 

low: J. Urban, J. Chovanec, J. Mihalisko, Juraj Tomaš 

J. Jurkas jr., J. Krutiha, J. Hatraba, J. Kučmaš, J. Korytko, 

O. Petrovčak, J. Chovanec, J. Ivanko, A. Prísada, O.Perko, 

M. Rogucha 

  This extraordinary assembly, i.e. meet- 

ing was summoned by J. Urban. It was an assemb- 

ly, i.e. meeting where in his speech the above mentioned Jan 

Urban pointed out our poor organiza- 

tion in Sudbury. He pointed out an exemplary work of 

(other) youth branches in other towns. Further, he  

pointed out the example of our fathers and their organization.  

My proposal is that also youth in Sudbury  get actively 

involved in the work, that we found a new youth branch 

of CSBS in Sudbury. His words met with approval 

especially of the Brother J. Tomas and J. Miha- 

lisko, as well as of all present members. The conclusion 

was that an interim preparatory committee should 

be established to carry out preparatory work necessary 

to launch the CSBS branch. 

  Thus, the Chairman of the Preparatory 

Committee will be J. Urban, the Deputy-Chairman Jozef 

Mihalisko, Recording Secretary Jan Krutiha. From this 

moment on the meeting was presided by the Chairman ad 

interimJ. Urban. The Interim Committee thanked  

for trust and promised to do his best to work for 

the benefit of our newly established branch. 

Brother Juraj Tomas proposed to elect the branch committee 

 



 

branch 43 was established 

on October 4, 1953 
 
immediately, if possible, because the present people cannot 

attend in such large numbers that often as they go to work,  

therefore I find it necessary. All attending  

members approved the proposal and voting took place 

in accordance with the Statutes. 

 The candidates for chairman were J. Mihalisko 

and Jan Urban. In a secret ballot J. Urban received 11 

votes, Jozef Mihalisko received reHeading number, i.e.  

number of votes. Ján Krutiha was will be taking minutes, J. 

Jurkas will be an accountant, and J. Hatala a treasurer. 

  The elected members thanked one by one 

for receiving their offices. The newly appointed Chairman 

J. Urban took the oath before membership and later 

all elected officials took a joint oath to the hands of the  

Chairman. 

  The meeting agenda has been fulfilled 

and the meeting concluded by singing the Slovak hymn 

„Hej slovaci“ 

 

  D.a.h. 

          Babey 

verif.         Recording Secretary 

J. Hovanec 

J. Jakub  John Urban jr. 

Chairman. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CSB.S branch 43 Sudbury. 

 

  Minutes. 

 
  Minutes taken on 7 February, 1953 at 

the ordinary monthly Branch 43 CSBS meeting Sudbury, 

the ordinary monthly Branch 43 CSBS meeting Sudbury, 

in presence of the members listed in the attendance record 

attached to these Minutes. 

The meeting was opened by brother Chairman Jan Urban 

after roll call according to the above mentioned attendance 

list pursuant to par. 161 of the Society Articles.  

In his address he briefly stressed the importance of the  

meeting and the objectives of our newly established branch. 

Minutes of the previous ordinary monthly meeting were  

read as the first point of the agenda but because no  

comments were received with regard to the minutes  

after they were read; they were approved by verifiers. 

  As the second agenda point was, or should 

 have been, respectively, read the report of the treasurer O. 

Hatalawho failed to attend without excuse. Brother Treasurer 

J.Juhas outlined essence of the Report on his behalf. Further, 

additional member was elected to the Committee, Jozef 

Mihalisko, who will be in charge of cultural and theatrical 

activities.  

  The next agenda point was swearing the oath by 

the newly admitted members O. Perko and L. Babey  in the 

hands of the Chairman J. Urban.  

Then the members elected new auditors since previous meeting 

omitted election of two significant officials. The auditors Jan 

Krutiha and Jan Hovanec were elected by majority of votes. 

Before opening a free discussion, brother Ján Krutiha, the 

Secretary, thanked for being elected to his first  office and 

apologized that it was too time consuming and, therefore, asked 



 

the present members to discharge him from the office and elect 

somebody else if possible and if membership approves. 

The majority of the attending members approved the proposal 

and the new candidates were nominated for this office. The new 

candidates were O. Perko and L. Babey. The election was 

carried out by a secret ballot.  L. Babey received 7 votes and O. 

Petro received 3 votes. Based on this the new Recording 

Secretary is L. Babey who thanked the present for their trust 

and promised to fulfill his duties as diligently as possible.  

 

Then the monthly contributions were collected. 

 

  Since the meeting agenda had been fulfilled, the 

meeting was officially closed by the brother Chairman J. Urban. 

 

   D.a.h. 

 

Babey 

verif.      Recording Secretary 

J. Hovanec 

J. Jurkas      John Urban jr. 

Chairman. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CRBS branch 43 Sudbury. 

 

  Minutes 

 

  Minutes written on March 7, 1953 of the 

ordinary monthly CSBS meeting, Branch 43 Sudbury, held 

in the premises of the Slov. National House in Sudbury, in 

presence of (record) of the members listed in the 

attendance sheet. 

  The meeting was opened by brother 

Chairman Jan Urban and he in the opening of his address 

stressed that he had not prepared an extensive meeting 

agenda as it has been dedicated to the march 14 events. in 

his lengthy speed he explained in a nutshell what was the 

meaning of march 14 in our history. Quite a few members 

had no previous knowledge of the date whatsoever. 

  The minutes from the last monthly meeting 

were read after his address. As there were no comments in 

respect of the minutes, they were approved and signed. As 

the meeting agenda was narrower, a free discussion 

followed. 

  Brother L. Babey presented his new 

proposal, i.e. to found a Slovak library in order our youth 

can read Slovak books. Futhermore, it was decided that the 

meetings will be summoned when needed. In addition, 

a decision was passed that, since our branch does not have 

many members, we would admit any applicants who qualify 

according the the Articles. The agenda was fulfilled, 

meeting was adjourned. 

Babey 

verif.            Recording Secretary 

J. Hovanec   

J. Jurkas   John Urban jr. 

    Chairman. 

 

 



 

CSBS branch 43 Sudubry. 

 

  Minutes. 

 

  Minutes recorded on June 14, 1953 at  

the ordinary monthly meeting of the CSBS, branch 43  

Sudbury, in the premises of the Slovak National House in 

presence of the members listed in the attendance lisr. 

   Because brother Chairman Jan urban had 

informed by phone brother Deputy Chairman Mihralisko 

that he would not be able to attend the meeting for 

technical reasons, therefore, under paragraph 161 of the 

Society Articles the latter opened the meeting by recording 

attendance. In his brief welcoming speech brother 

Mihralisko pointed out the objective and importance of the 

meeting and, at the same time, apologized for not 

preparing the most extensive agenda on accoung of his 

business hours and the short notice. 

  Reading of the Minutes of the last ordinary 

meeting were read as the first agenda item. There being no 

questions with regard to the Minutes, they were approved 

and signed by verifiers. 

  Then followed the Accountant’s report and 

the Treasurer’s report which were consistent. Subsequently 

the member contributions were collected or balanced, 

respectively. 

The next agenda item was admission of new 

members, namely Sister E. Tomcik, who is to take oath 

during next meeting. 

  The meeting agenda has been exhausted and 

the new proposals were made. Brother Jozef Mihalisko 

remarked that our membership is declining as most of us 

are single and for the sake of job many members relocated  

 

 

 



 

to other towns, because of that we will have to recruit new  

members. At the same time, the resolution passed at the 

last meeting was pointed out, that is, that every aplying 

person should be admitted who qualifies under the Society 

Articles, irrespective of applying on the grounds of transfer 

[from other branch] or on existencial grounds. In other 

words, he or she wants to become a member of our branch.  

  Further, it was proposed that a dance is 

organized on July 1, 1953, the proceeds from which would 

go towards the branch operation. 

  The agenda was exhausted, brother Deputy 

Chairman J. Mihalisko thanked membership for attendance 

and closed the meeting by singind the hymn „Hej 

Slovaci!“. 

   D.a h. 

 

      Babey 

verif.     Recording Secretary 

J. Hovanec 

J. Jurkas  John Urban jr. 

Chairman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CSBS.  Branch 43 Sudbury. 

 

  Minutes. 

 

  Minutes taken on october 4, 1953 

at the ordinary monthly meeting of CSCBS Branch 43 

in the room of the Slovak National house in Sudbury in 

presence of the members listed in the attendance list which 

forms an enclosure to this minutes. 

  Brother Chairman Jan Urban opened the 

meeting in accordance with par. 161 of the Society Articles 

and began by welcoming the present, in his short and brief 

speech the above said stressed the goal and seriousness fo 

the meeting  and also noted that the meeting is an ordinary 

one but it takes place under extraordinary circumstances. 

  The first agenda item was a presentation of 

the last ordinary monthly meeting which was read by 

Brother Chairman Jan Urban because the Secretary L. 

Babey arrived earlier before the meeting in order to excuse 

himself because he would not be alble to attend for 

technical reasons. There being no comments with respect 

to the minutes, thez were approved and signed by the 

verifiers. 

  The next agenda item were presentations of 

the Accountant and Treasurer, whose reports were 

identical. 

  Then followed recruiting, or not recruiting 

but transfer of a large number of members from CSCBS 

Branch 8 to our Branch. The said members are the 

following: 

  Burda Emil, Fedoronko Juraj, Fink Ondrej 

Gelatko Jan, Hamarich Bill, Hudak Michael 

 

 

 

X 
    X 
        X 



 

Hirko, Michael, Hatala, Ján, Juhas Jan sr., Kutso 

Ondrej, Koval Juraj, Kelbasovský Mike, Klocánka Mi- 

chael, Korytko Jozef sr. Madar Ján, Ozanik Ondrej 

Urban Ján sr. Soganich Ján sr. Soganich Ondrej 

Soganich John ml, Hrehavský Michael, Tomčik 

Pavel, Teresko Ján, Turčik Ján, Vargal Ján a Pejo 

Michael. 

 This has fulfilled the agenda. One of the free 

[discussion] proposals was to organize the New Years’s 

Eve evening dance in the slovak national House which is 

the brother Chairman’s obligation to inform the hall 

administration  in order not to make it available for 

someone else for the given date. 

 Brother Chairman thanked the newly arrived 

members for their trust in us that they strengthened our 

branch, that we the young would walk hand in and he used 

the new members as a role model, after all our goal is 

same, and concluded his speech with the promise that our 

new Brothers were cordially welcome amongst us and that 

we would not disappoint them. 

 This concluded the meeting agenda, Chairman 

thanked members for attendance and adjourned the 

meeting by singing the Slovak hymn „Hej slovaci“. 

 

 

verifiers 

 

1 Babey 

2      Recording Secretary 

     J Tomas 

     Juraj Koval. 

   John Urban jr. 

          chairman 

 

 

 



 

CSBS. branch 43 Sudbury. 

  

  Minutes. 

   

  Minutes of the ordinary monthly CSBS 

branch 43 Sudubury meeting, held in the room of the 

Slovak National House in Sudbury,  recorded on March 29, 

1953 in presence of the members named in the attendance 

list which forms an annex to these minutes. 

  The meeting was opened by brother 

Chairman Jan Urban; roll call under paragraph 161 

of the Society Articles was followed by a longer address in 

which he stressed the objectives of the meeting;he used the 

example of other Slovak organizations and local branches 

which should be our role models in good things, however, 

warned us to avoid the discord existing among them. 

  Reading of the minutes from last ordinary 

monthly meeting was another, or the first agenda pointe, 

respectively. No comments were made with respect to the 

minutes, only Z. Kalna proposed that somebody explained 

to him what the [English] word ‘minutes’ meant or that 

somebody told him a definition of the word ‘Minutes’, 

respectively;the Secretary responded after a brief 

consideration. 

  Then followed the report of Accountant who 

did presentation on finance of the branch. The branch has 

as of this date  105 Doll. in a bank and [$]4.35 in 

securities. The Treasurer joined the Accountant in his 

presentation and his report matched Accountant§s records. 

Later on the brother Treasurer collected membership 

contributions. 

  Since the meeting agenda was quickly 

fulfilled, it was time for free discussion. Jan Urban  

 

 



 

proposed that, if possible, our branch should stage some 

play on the ocassion of the Easter. Jozef Mihalisko 

proposed to find some theatrical books and R. Blaha took 

on himself the task. It was also decided that the Easter 

Dance Partz will take place on Easter Monday. 

  The free discussion resumed the agenda and 

brother Chairman  J. Urban thanked members for 

participation and closed the meeting by singingin the hymn 

„Hej Slovaci“. 

 

   D.a.h. 

 

      Babey 

verif.             Recording Secretary 

J. Hovanec 

J. Jakub  John Urban jr. 

   chairman. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Minutes. 

 

CSBS. branch 43 Sudbury. 

 

  Minutes of the ordinary member monthly 

meeting of the CSBS branch 43 Sudbury held in the room 

of the Slovak National House in Sudbury,  recorded on 

November 15, 1953, in presence of the members mentioned 

in the attendance sheet attached to these minutes. 

  The meeting was opened by brother 

Chairman Jan Urban after roll-calling in accordance with 

par. 161 of the Society Articles. In his address he 

welcomed first of all he welcomed a special guest, our 

brother Mastan, CSBS Head Treasurer from Timmins. 

After welcoming him the Chairman immediately opened the 

agenda. 

  The item one on the agenda was reading of 

the minutes of the last membership monthly meeting. Since 

no comments were received with regard to the read 

minutes, they were approved and signed by both verifiers. 

 Upon reading the minutes, or as the next agenda 

point, respectively, brother Chairman J. Urban asked 

brother Mastan to kindly take over and say a few words 

about the all-Canadian CSBS work and about its successes 

as well as its failures if relevant. 

  [„]It is a great honour and real pleasure to 

be able to attend this meeting of yours, attended in such 

great numbers, and where I can how well you are getting 

on, I mean you, the old settlers and the new settlers. I tis 

beautiful and I feel I am attending a [real] meeting[„], 

said brother Mastan. Regretfully, this level of  

 

 

 
understanding cannot be seen everywhere. There are also 

people who envy this cooperation, who try hard to interfere in 



 

this work. Unfortunately, some of these people hold highest 

offices in our organization, asi t was in the Head Office of our 

organization, brother Janosko who wasn’t interested, to the 

contrary. After his fall our organization, our Society got into the 

hands of the true Slovaks who are not agotists, who do not work 

for their [personal] benefit but in the general interest for 

wellbeing of our Society. According to the reports from here in 

Sudbury, you, too, have the people who attempt to undermine 

our Society, who envy your cooperation. 

I am very happy to have attended your meeting, I thank brother 

chairman for allowing me to speak; I, at the end of my brief 

brotherly speech,would like to wish you a success in your work 

and I will always keep you in my memories.[“] 

  Brother Chairman thanked him for his speech 

and assured him that our cooperation has only been in the 

diapers as our Branch has been in existence only shortly. 

I believe that our branch will gro and Ibelieve that our work 

will expand and get stronger with time passing. 

X  X  Next, brother Tomcik was given word and he   briefly 

analyzed the speech of brother Mastan pointed out similar 

phenomena in Sudbury. Further, brother Tomcik thanked the 

members of Branch 43 that they were admitted to this Branch, 

we will not disappoint you, that we will walk [with you] hand in 

had, we know that youth is the future of a nation. 

  Next, brother Jan Hatala urged membership to 

particiaped at the hall meetings in greater numbers. Then 

brother J. Urban sr. noted that the above mentioned J. Hatala is 

the Chairman of the hall Committee, that he should not use the 

hall meetings to discuss the hall and that an abstract from the 

 Land Titles Register should be obtained and, thus, 

misunderstandings are prevented. 

  Next borhter Chairman says that 
we

will orginze 

a New Year’s party and he asked the present to take part and 

also invite their friends to the party. 

 

 

 

 



 

Then Brothers Tomcik and J. Urban emphasized that 

it would be good to take steps to use the  name the ‚Slovak 

Hall‘ and not any other names used these days. 

  Next the members divided on relocation of 

the Head Office from Kirk. Lake to Windsor, and that it 

was requested by the Head Office. 

 The meeting agenda has been exhausted Secretary 

brother Chairman J Urban closed the meeting by [joint] 

singing of the hymn ‚Hej Slovaci‘. 

 

  D.a.h. 

 

     Babey 

Verif.     Recording Secretary 

J. Hatala 

E. Benda  John Urban jr. 

   Chairman. 

 

 

 

 

[Year] Closed on 31st December, 1953 

 

        John Urban jr.       Babey 

 Chairman“   Recording Secretary: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CSBS branch 43 Sudbury.           1954. 

 

Minutes No. 1. 

 
  Minutes taken on January 10, 1954 at an ordinary 

membership meeting of the CSBS Branch 43 Sudbury, in the room 

of the Slovak National House in Sudbury in presence of the 

members listed in the attendance sheed which forms an enclosure 

to these Minutes. 

  The meeting was opened by brother Chairman 

 J. Urban after roll-call in accordance with paragraph 161 

 of the Society Articles. In his welcoming address he thanked 

 all Brothers for their [past] year work. It has been a year 

 since founding our Branch. I thank my colleagues who had 

worked hard to Headtain and expand our Branch since its 

establishmen. We were only few and we lost several  

Brothers on account of relocation, as was the case of Kostih, 

Mihalisko, etc.  We were only a few and now there are  

many of us and i tis somebody’s merit. Yes, the merit  

goes to the Brothers who transferred from 

 the 8th Branch. Thank you for your trust in use, 

 there are  more of us, we are closer to unifying of the 

 Slovak idea in Sudbury. That is all in a nutshell, since i tis lage 

and the next point of the agenda is reorganization of the 

Committee. 

  As the first item of the meeting agenda the 

Secretary L. Babey present the Minuts of the last monthly meeting. 

There being no questions with respect to them, Minutes were read 

approved and signed by the Verifiers. 

  The next agenda item was the report of brother 

Accountant. The savings gook balance as of December 31, 53 was  

480.15, minus the amount paid out to Branch 8 as a contribution to 

the members who transferred from Branch 8 to our Branch 43.  37.40 

 



 

our Branch is has been so far losing [money?] on the arriving and 

leaving members. 

 As the next agenda point was the report of the Treasures 

which identified with the report of the Accountant. 

 Brother Chairman J. Urban jr. stressed that the program was 

briefly fulfilled as we have reorganization of the Committee. He 

briefly thanked for the trust placed in him, that he did his best for the 

benefit of the Society. He had come across many obstacles which, 

however, could not break me as I work for the benefit of the Society, 

I know, I know that we are following the right path and I stick to the 

saying „there’s no way back, we must move ahead“. 

 Now I would like to ask you, Brothers, to nominate the 

Chairman of the Preparatory Committee, J. Hatala sr. was elected 

unanimously. The reorganization of the Committee commenced. 

 The old Chairman, J. Urban jr. was nomitated as Chairman 

unanimously. Brother Tomcik asked to be allowed to speak; he said 

that, in his opinion, there was no point in choosing other candidates 

as the old Chairman fulfilled his duties impeccbly, hid performed also 

task beyond his duty, did everything in the interest, or for the benefit 

of the whole, respectively. This proposal was received with a cordial 

applause and a public vote of approval by raising hands Jan Urban 

jr. was unanimously elected the Chairman for 1954. 

 Next was nomination of the Deputy Chairman who was 

unanimously elected to be Jan Chovanec. The old Accountant 

Jan Jurkas was elected the Accountant. Then was the 

Treasurer’s turn, I mean the old Treasurer Jan Hatala jr., 

who thanked for the trust in him throughout the last year 

but he resigned from the Office on account of his employment. 

Then [the members] proceeded to vote Treasurer; they 

unanimously elected Julius Jakub/Turcik Further, the old 

Minutes Redorder L. Babey was elected the Secretary. 

 Julius Jakab was elected the Senior Auditor and J. 

Urban sr. and J. Fedoroňko were elected Auditors-in-Ordinary.  



 

 Thisis the newly elected Committee. Brother Chairman 

of the Preparatory Committee, J. Hatala sr., briefly  

remarked on the duties of the Society of individual officials. 

After this address the elected members jointly said the  

oath in the hands of the Chairman of the Preparatory 

Committee who congratulated them and wished them  

success in their upcoming term. After this the Committee 

 took their places. 

 The agenda had been fulfilled and it was time 

for open discussion.  

Brother J. Sovkanic who had a question regarding  

support  in sickness. Brother Tomcik volunteered to  

answer the above mentioned; he said, and the members 

voted pro, that in case of a lengthy illness of a Society 

member, membership meeting will vote whether or 

not to provide one or another person [financial] support  

in illness. In addition, brother Urban sr. proposed that  

in case of a shorter illness, a member (be it male or 

female) was bought flowers worth up to 3 doll. 

 Further, brother Tomcik noted that the meeting  

failed to elect a representative for Slovensky Hlas and 

subsequently L. Babey was elected. 

 this has briefly resumed the agenda the  

Chairman J. Urban closed the meeting thanking for  

attendance and singing the hymn ‚Hej Slovaci‘. 

 

   D.a.h. 

 

      Babey 

 Verif.:    Recording Secretary 

A. Soganic 

George Tomas  Chairman Ján Urban jr. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CSBS branch 43 Sudbury. 

 

Minutes No. 2. 

 

  Minutes of the ordinary membership monthly 

meeting of the CSBS branch 43 Sudbury in the room of the 

Slovak National House in Sudbury, held on February 1954 in 

presence of 21 members named in the attendance list which 

forms an enclosure to these Minutes. 

  The meeting was opened by brother Chairman 

Jan Urban jr. after roll call under paragraph 161 of the 

Society Articles. In his opening foreword he briefly welcomed 

the present. Before the first agenda item brother Babey asked 

to be allowed to speak; he urged to pay more attention to the 

absence of members from the meetings. A decision was made 

that any member who repeatedly fails to attend the meeting 

without excuse, the Chairmam will reprimand him, orally or 

in writing. after this the meeting opened the agenda. 

   The first agenda item was reading the 

minutes of the last annual membership meeting which was 

read by the Secretary L. Babey. After reading the minutes, 

brother Chairman asked who would have any comments with 

respect to the minutes. The word has been given to, or taken, 

respectively, by the brother Chairman Jan Urban jr. alone, 

who pointed out an error in the minutes according to which 

Jan Krutiha transferred out from our branch, that the above 

named only moved to Toronto, closer to his work, but has 

reHeaded a member of our branch. Therefore, the relevant 

correction is made today in respect of the previously 

mentioned. 

  Since there were no comments other regarding 

the minutes, after this correction the minutes were approved 

and signed by the Verifiers. 

 

 



 

The report of the Accountant was the second agenda item.. 

The Accountant reported for the month of January because 

the contributions for the upcoming months have been 

collected only at this meeting. The funds as of January 54 are 

461.23. 

 There being no comments with respect to his 

presentation, the meeting proceeded with antoher item. 

 As the third agenda item followed the report of the 

Treasurer, which was identical with Accountant’s 

 report and which, too, rose no questions. 

 Since the meeting agenda has been quickly fulfilled, 

a free discussion followed. 

 Brother Treasurer Turcik asked for a persmission to 

speak; he bought a ledger necessary for book-keepting and 

asked for a refund from the pet cash which request was 

unanimously approved. 

 Next, brother Tomcik spoke out and presented the 

proposal of the [Slovak Ntional House] hall  meeting to 

change the name of tha hall. „In my opinion,“ said brother 

Tomcik, „it would be best to leave it as it is.“ Brother Jan 

Hatala sr. responded to his information. He said, the Head 

Committee which held an annual meeting in Hamilton just 

a few weeks ago /had annual meeting/ should send 

questionnaires to individual branches; those  should vote on 

the mater at their monthly meetings. Brother Jan Urban sr. 

and brother A. Soganic asked to be allowed to speak, whose 

proposals were similar, that is, to leave [the name] as it is. 

Brother Teresko spoke about this mater and he said that only 

recently the hall Committee asked the Head Committee  for a 

[financial] support or a loan, respectively, for the hall 

purposes but the response was negative. We are expected to 

proceed in respect of the hall according to our best 

knowledge. Jan Hatala sr. took the word and said that  

 

 

 



 

the Head Committee wants only to help us in this matter,  

that a ¾ majority of membership votes of all CSBS 

branches in Sudbury is required. 

 This has briefly fulfilled the agenda and the  

Chairman J. Urban jr. closed the meeting thanking 

membership for presence and singing the hymn ‚Hej Slovaci‘. 

 

   D.a.k. 

 

 

 

  Verif.       Recording Secretary 

 J. Chovanec    Babey 

 J. Hatala 

    Chairman 

    John Urban jr. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CSBS branch 43 Sudbury. 

 

Minutes No. 3. 

 

  Minutes of the ordinary CSBS branch 43 

Sudbury membership monthly meeting held in the room of the 

Slovak National House in Sudbury  on April 4, 1954 in 

presence of 28 members named in the attendance list which 

forms an appendix to these Minutes. 

  The brother Chairman Jan urban jr. opened 

the meeting after roll call under paragraph 161 of the Society 

Articles. In his opening address brother Chairman welcomed 

the present and briefly outlined the importance and the 

agenda of the meeting. Immediately after that he opened the 

agenda. 

  As the first agenda point the minutes of the last 

monthly membership meeting, held on February 21, 1954, 

was read by the Secretary as theere were no questions, or 

objections against it, respectively, the minutes were approved 

and signed by the Verifiers. 

  The report of the Accountant followed as the 

second agenda point, presented by brother Jan Juhas, 

Accountant, who clarified the status of the branch internal 

finance. As no comments – objections were rose, the meeting 

processed to the next point. 

  The following point was the presentation of br. 

Treasurer Turcin, whose report from financial aspect was 

identical with the report of the Accountant.. 

  the meeting agenda was exhausted and as the 

next point the letter of the Head Office was read, asking for 

financial support for the Windsor CSBS, Brother Tomcik 

asked for permission to speak and he pointed out the difficult  

 

 

 

 



 

situation Sudbury experienced when bying the Slovak 

House in Sudbury in 1938. Nobody supported us in 

these hard times, in the end, it was also the Head  

Office who said not with explanation that no such  

item with in their budged which would allow them 

 to support us or give us a loan. 

 His motion was seconded by brother Teresko. 

 Next brother Chairman J. Urban jr. read  

a letter of the hall Committee regarding the change 

of name of the hall. After a longer debate based  

on the motions of br. O. Soganic and J. Hatala 

a secret ballot took place. The  motion to keep 

the old name was accepted by 26 votes to 2. 

 This has briefly fulfilled the meeting agenda 

 and the Chairman J Urban jr. closed the meeting by 

thanking membership for attendance and singing  

the hymn ‚Hej Slovaci‘. 

 

  D.a.k. 

 

 

 

 

Verified by:    Recording Secretary: 

 

 

    Chairman: 

Jan Vardzal 

 A. Fink 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

C.S.B.S. of the Branch No. 43. Sudbury. 

 

Minutes No. 4. 

 Minutes taken on Aug. 29./54. 

At the ordinary monthly meeting. In presence of 17 

Members. Which took place in the room of the slovak 

national home. 

The meeting was opened by brother Urban jr.  

after counting the present on the basis of paragraph 

161 of the Society Articles. 

 

 As the first point, brother Treasurer read the 

Financial Report , then followed a discussion of on 

election of delegates to the Convention and also the 

points which should be presented at the Convention. 

 

Point 1.): Brother Urban senior proposed: 

     The members who are not satisfied in one 

branch should be able to found a new branch or to 

transfer to a different branch and their financial 

share should be distributed [accordingly] . 

 Seconded by brother Gelatka and brother 

Regula. 

Point 2.)  Brother Urban 
sr.

 propopsed: 

 That the certificate said that each member was 

insured to one thousand dollars. 

        All members supported him. 

Point 3.)  Brother Turcik proposed: 

 The top officials should not swap offices between 

themselves.When a member is elected to an Office, he 

should hold it until next convention or meeting. 

Point 4.)  The members insisted that the payments of 

the delegates sent to the Convention is now lowered. 

 Then followed voting on delegates.  



 

Brother Turcik nominated borhter Suganic. Borhter 

Urban and brother Juhas seconded. Brother Geletka 

 

nominated brother Urban as the second delegate 

brothers Jurcik and brother Tomas seconded. After 

that a minor misunderstanding followed because 

brother Dula remarked that he would nominated as 

a delegate one of the younger members. Brother Urban 
jr.

 the Chairman nt read the Articles 

from which the members learnt that only Canadian 

citizens can be appointed a delegate. Brother Thomas, 

therefore, nominated Brother Urban junior, because he 

is a citizen of Canada brother Urban junior did not 

Agree because he had no experience. 

 Voting took place brother Suganic 

and brother Urban were elected unanimously 

the delegates. 

 Thus the agenda was fulfilled brother Chairman  

Urban 
jr.

 thanking members closed the meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

Verifiers     Recording Secretary 

 

 

Chairman 

Jan Vardzal 

A Fink 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S. of the Branch No. 43. Sudbury. 

 

Minutes No.5. 

 

Minutes recorded on the 10th day of October 54. 

 

Br. Chairman Urban Jr. opened the meeting in the 

Slovak National House on 28 Alder Sr. on September 

12, 54  at seven o’clock in the Evening, in presence of 

18 C.S.B.S. No. 43 members. 

 Under paragraph 161 of the Society Articles 

1.) point.   Br. Secretary Bajby did not attend             

the previous meeting on September 12, 1954 

Thus Br. Chairman Urban Jr. went to see him  

where he lives with Br. Hovanec and asked  

him to come to the meeting. 

Br. Bejby explained that he would not attend  

our meetings anymore. Br. Chairman Urbam 

 asked why. Brt Bejby told him that he was  

leaving our Branch completely Brother Chairman 

Urban asked him one more time why, what had 

happened to you, Bajby. Br. Bejby Replied to him  

that we was leaving our Branch for technical  

Reasons. Thus Br Chairman Urban with Brother 

Hovanec arrived at the meeting somewhat later 

and said before our Membership that our Br.  

Bajby the Secretary would not come and also  

was leaving the SocietyMembership responded  

that if he did nothave the will nobody could  

force    must elect a new Secretary for the 

rest of the Year 1954. 

Thus the Members voted a new Secretary. 

The first nominated was Br. Regula He didn not 

accept. Br. Tomcik nominated Br Tomas as the  

 

 



 

second candidate  Br Tomas simply rose walked 

towards the desk and took over the Minutes. 

Br. Andy Suganic and Br Johan Hatala and  

Br. Urban the Elder 

Br. George Tom took over the Minutes until 

the end of this Year 1954. 

 

2.) point.  Br. Chairman Urban Jr. Called 

membership to order that they will  

tell us our delegates who were sent to the 

Convention to Vindsor which took place 

in Vindsor concretely on August 2 to 

August 6 and explain us about the Convention 

because our Membership was very 

curious. Thus, Br Urban Sr. Asked 

for permission to speak and explain us 

everything that he took notes and indeed 

that Br Urban did because we all 

could See it with our own eyes these 

notes he was reading for us. and 

Explained. Together with Br. Suganic 

how they had misunderstanding between 

themselves with the 8th Branch thatis  

with respect to their trasfer to Branch  

43 and that they brough with them also  

Their Property  that is not theirs and  

that they stole. 

3) Convention admitted that they did it really 

wisely and cleverly. Next they explained 

how the things are with Our Slovak Hall 

that the majority of Votes decidedeverything 

regretfully our Slovak Hall will be 

transferred to the Head Office. Next they 

explained us everything in detail including 

how the insurance in our Section 43 works 

 



 

afterwards Br Julius Jakub was not satisfied 

that we don’t hve 1,000 each, thatif the  

Articles do not set down thate if anything  

happens that a Member falls ill or died,  

that he gets nothing.  

That’s why Br. Urban Sr. mentioned this 

also at the Convention . and the Head  

Officials explained to him how it Works in 

order he could explain it further to the 

Membershipof  Branch 43 that everything 

is Alright. that everybody gets what 

belongs to him as long as he payshis  

contributions. Thus,Brothers, of our  

Branch No. 43 let’s hope that our 

delegates Br Urban Srmand Br Suganic 

have done on our behalf only the best 

for out Branch No. 43. 

 

3) point  Br. Chairman Urban Jr. read a 

letter from Lojek. 

As far as the letter is concerned this letter from 

a lawyer is from branch 8 
[which] reported the members who transferred to our branch 

No. 43 and now have what they have taken with them.]  

Payments to the Delegates 

As Br Suganic and Br Urban Sr were chosen 

for Windsor Convention on August 2-6. that  

they are paid. as it is appropriate. by the Branch. 

We know, Brothers, that they are entitled to be 

paid the way all other Branches pay their 

Delegates who are appointed by us that they 

will do the best on our behalf. Thus Br 

Chairman Urban Jr Asked the the Members 

how much they should be plaid. The Members 

responded that they alone should say how much 

they wanted for their participation at the Convention 



 

 

and be paid it 

Thus Br Suganic rose and said that 

he didn’t want anything Br Urban rose  

too, and said that he didn’t wan anything  

that they did it for our Branch No. 43 and 

let’s leave it as it is that we are satisfied  

 and that nothing should be paid 

Then Br Hatala proposed that they 

were paid 5 Dollars that they deserve  

something for their work 

Br Suganic and Br Urban responded that 

it’s alright and that they don’t worry 

that they are satisfied anyways.Then the  

Membership replied that it can’t be that  

they must be paid. 

   Thus, Br Tomcik proposed 

second option to pay 40 doll. per one 

 delegate.Second.  Br Hatala Br Gelatko Br Varzal 

AND Br. Pejo)  The motion of Br Tomcik was  

approved by all members unanimously  

that it is not too much and they must  

accept it, that this is Canada and nothing 

is for free here, then now, it was decided  

that the delegates be paid 40 dollars each. 

The Delegates are Br Suganic and Br.  

Urban Sr.they will be paid 40 dollars  

each. In the End membership thanked 

them warmly for their hard and difficult  

work which they had gladly done for our 

C.S.B.S. accept our warm thanks from  

all Members of our Branch 43 CSBS in  

Vindzor, at the Convention dated August 

2-6 of the Year 1954 Thank you 

 

 



 

The meeting was closed by Br Chairman  

at 10 o’clock evening and membership  

split in good spirit. The Chairman thanks 

membership, the meeting was adjourned 

 

 

Verified by   Recording Secretary 

 

Jan Vardzal     G. Tómas 

 

A Fink  Chairman 

 

C.S.B.S. Branch No. 43.  Sudbury. 

 

Minutes . No. 6. 

Br. Chairman Urban jr. opened the meeting 

on November 28, 1954, 8 o’clock in the evening  

in the slovak national house 28 Alder Sr. 

in presence of 16 Members  

On the basis of paragraph 161 of Soc. Articles 

1
st

 point   Br. Tomcik asked Br. Chair. for permission 

to speak. Since Br. Kuco ows contributions 

for entire Year 1954. 

Then Br. Hatala wanted to speak and 

he said that a Member who didn’t pay  

contributions for three months in a row 

would receive a written reminder to settle 

the balance. 

In spite of that a Member who lives among 

 us here, in Sudbury, and doesn’t duly pay  

his contributions can be expelled from the  

Society as early as after three months. 

2
nd

 point   Br. Tomcik asked permission to speak  

second time in order to read a letter RE those 420
00

. 

 

 



 

that the Members, who transferred to  

our Branch No. 43, brought along. 

This letter was from the Head  

Branch. 

3
rd

.point   Br. Fedorenko nominated 

 Br. Chairman Urban jr. to be 

appointed a representative of Slo. Hlas. 

The members accepted this  

motion Br. Fedorenko. 

4
th

.point   Next Br. Hatala mentioned again 

that a Member who doesn’t  pay 

his dues for three months  

He should be publicly reprimanded 

for not paying. 

With this Br. Chairman Urban jr. 

closed the meeting at 9.30 hour. 

Membership split in good order. 

The Chairman I thank membership 

for meeting. Meeting was adjourned 

 

 

Verified by    Recording Secretary 

 

     G. Tomas 

Chairman 

 Jan Vardzal 

  A Fink 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S. Branch No 43  Sudbury 1955 

 

          Minutes  .  No.  7.  Year  1955 

 

The Annual Meeting of  C.S.B.S. No. 

 of Branch 43 was opened by Chair. 

Urban jr. on January 16, 1954 

in presence of 14 Members in the 

slovak national house at 

28 Alder sr. at 7 PM. 

Pursuant to paragraph 161 of Society Articles 

1 point.   Br Chairman Urban jr. Asked the Secretary 

to read the Minutes 

Br. Secretary Tomas read the Minutes 

and at the same time the Minutes  

were signed by two Members. 

2) point   Further, Br. Chairman Urbam jr. Asked 

the Accountant to read my Kri 

Ledger. Br. Juhas jr. read the 

Ledger in front of membership since 

Membership is satisfied withhis k  Ledger 

3) point   Next Br. Chairman Urban jr. Asked 

our Treasurer Br. Turcik to read 

his Cash Receipt Book 

Br. Turcik Rose, read the Cash  

Receipt Book so that Br. Treasure’s  

book was identical with the Br. 

Accountant Juhas’s Ledger. 

So that everything for the past Year  

1954 agreed  at the Annual Meeting  

4.)point   Further, the contributions for November 

and December were collected, together 150.120 

5.)point   Br. Pejo asked Br. Chairman to allow 

Br. Tomcik to speak and read those letters 

from the Head Office. Br. Tomcik Said 

 



 

alright, I will read them to you 

Br. Tomcik had read these letters 

at the previous meeting and also at this 

Annual read them for the second time 

because Br. Pejo asked to be read 

repeatedlz that not all Members of 

those present at this meeting have 

heard them 

6 point   With respect to the letters Brothers 

as you could hear Br. Tomcik as he was 

reading them, the point was that when 

a Half of the members of the Branch .8. 

treansferred to Branch 43. and brought 

with them also the property that belonged 

to them 8th Branch is contacting the  

said members that the property is not 

theirs and filed a complaint with  

Court.And so, nobody knows what will 

happen next. 

7.) point   The Membership approved the  

motion that we have to wait for the  

Branch 8 to act and to be subpoened 

to the Court, or we should try to settle 

the dispute between us that it would  

be better to settle it by ourselves. 

8 point    Membership has voted and decided 

to organize some event, some entertainment 

so we resolved to hold a Mardi Gras Party 

on February 20, ‘55 

9 point   At the end Br. Chairman Urban jr 

said that we had exhausted the agenda, 

the last item left was election of the  

officials for 1955. Members were asked 

to nominate candidates for the Office 

 

 



 

Nominations for Office were accepted 

Br A Suganic asked Br. Chairman for  

permission to speak.  Br. Chairman 

says ‘Brothers B. Andy and Suganič  

want to tell us something. 

B. Suganik rose and said that 

that we approve of the olde officials 

and agree that each of them stays 

in the same Office also in this Year 

1955. Br. Urban Senior seconded 

the motion of Br. Suganic and  

membership, too, aproved of 

the old officials with the exception 

of Br Secretary, br. Tomas who  

wants to resign because he has 

enough work because he is also 

a Secretary of the Gr.-Cath. Parafia 

here in Sudbury. 

Br. Chairman Urban jun. said 

that the motiona need a discussion 

at the upcoming meeting which 

will be summoned  immediately, 

for February.  

That concluded the meeting 

at 9.30 hour  Meeting was dissolved 

in order. Br Chairman thanked the 

Membership for the meeting. 

meeting was adjourned 

 

Verified by    Recording Secretary 

A Soganic 

Mihal Seja  Chairman  J. Tomas 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S. Section No. 43, Sudbury 1955 

 

Minutes  No. 8. 

 

Meeting dated February 6, 1955 

Br. Chairman urban Jr. summoned  

the meeting for February 6 as 

appropirate. 

This meeting     began at hour 

7 evening in the slovak national house  

contributions were collected 

Br. Chairman asked the members 

whether he should open the meeting 

because only 8 members are attending 

Members said that there are only a few 

of us here and that Br. Chairman 

should not open the meeting. 

Contributions were collectd and then 

the members split. 

the meeting [summoned for]  February 6 

1955 was not opened. 

The Chairman thanked the members  

for meeting and the members 

split. at 8 in the Evening 

 

 

Verified by    Chairman 

 A Soganic 

 Mihal  Pejo 

    Recording Secretary 

    G Tomas 

 

 



 

 

C.S.B.S.     Branch  No. 43.     Sudbury   1955. 

 

Minutes No. 9. 

 

Meeting dated May 1 – 55. 

Br. Chairm Urbánjr. summoned the meeting 

for May 1, starting at two o’clock in the 

Slovak National House 28 Alder Sr. Afternoon 

in presence of 18 Members in accordance 

with paragraph 161 of the Society Articles 

1.) point   Br. Chairman Asked Br. Secretary to read 

the minutes from the last meeting. Minutes were 

read they were signed the way they were read. 

2 point   Br. Chairman said that Br. Accountant is not 

present at the meeting that whether the ledger 

would be read Membership answered that  

the ledger will be read at the next meeting 

by Br. Accountant Juhas jr. 

3 point   Next Br. Chairman asked Br. Turcik to read 

us financial report   All membership approved.  

his cash receipts book 

4)point.  Then Br. Chairman asked the memberhip 

whether they have any complaints from other  

Branches  Br. Tomcik rose and said that yes 

I have. thus Br. Tomcik outlined in a few 

words to the Members who were present at our 

meeting that what is said at our meetings  

of Branch No 43 that they should not  

discuss with the members of other 

Branches, the Members, naturally, supported 

his request that of Br. Tomcik that none of 

our Branch should should say anything about 

what is discussed at our metting. 

 

 



 

then Br. Tomcik added that that’s all I  

wanted to say and now I have some letters here 

to read for you. Br. Tomcik read the first 

letter to membership the one he had received 

from the Chairman of Sudbury Branch 8  

had received from Br. Skirda. With respect to the letter of 

the 8
th

 √Branch 
he asks the three members who had 

been the officials of the 8
th

 √Branch
 at the time when 

they had transferred to Branch No. 43., now the 

the Chairman of Branch 8 Br. Skrida invited 

them to meet and to discuss things together. 

thus the deadline was by May 4 and 55. Members 

of Branch No. 43. discussed it extensively and 

that they should let them know time and they would 

meet and discuss it about the matter that Branch 

8 had invited them to discuss. 

4)point   Then Br Tomcik read the second letter he 

had received from Br. Žolda. Br. Zold asked  

us to be patient that the distributed properte 

should stay among us brothers and sisters, 

that it is not to no 

avail 5)point.  Br Tomcik passed other letters to Brother  

to read and explain them to membership 

these letters read by Brother Chairman Urban jr. 

were in English   From their Lawyers. that is, their 

Lawyer sent a letter to our Lawyer.] that they split 

those 225 doll. of the 8th branch   that both parties 

are wrong. thatis the party ‚Members reHeading 

in the 8th branch‘ as well as the party ‚transferring 

[Members]. so that the 8th Branch ...illegible...  

those three Members who were officials, like Br. 

Tomcik      Br. Urban and Br. Turcik the Treasurer. 

That is, Branch 8 asks only those three, who were 

the officials at the 8
th

 Branch at that time, to meet and 

compare. 

 



 

 

and how they should compare nobody 

 knows at the moment. Then Br Hamaric  

asked Br.Chairman  for permission to  

speak and said a few words regarding the 

split of the property of the 8
th

 Br. of the  

resigning Members to branch who 

transferred to Branch No 43 and took  

half of the property along. Then Br.  

Urban Sr. asked to be allowed to say  

a few words that if they felt they had  

to leave Branch 8 and transfer to a  

different Branch and as they joined 

the Youth Branch No. 43, then they 

had split the acquired property  

by themselves– half of the members 

left and, therefore, [took] half of  

the accumulated. [property]. The  

property belongs to them.  

The next to speak was Br Fedorenko 

Br. Fedorenko said Brothers leave it  

be and the Head point has to be found,  

what solution would be best    the best  

would be to settle it among ourselves or  

else we have to invite one or two officials 

of the Head Office at our expense and  

pay as much as they say that would be 

the Head point how to reach settlement. 

Then Br. Tomcik asked for a word and 

said ‚Brothers when the officials of 

Branch 8 address us then what should 

we do   Members responded that if  

they agree to pay their own Lawyer 

and we pay our own Lawyer and not 

 

 



 

to give them back a single penny if 

they won’t accept, let’s wait and  

if you have to meet them in court 

then you will hear what they say. 

And in the end Br. Blaha asked for 

permission to speak and he, too, 

said a few words regarding this 

settlement. Br. Blaha provided 

Membership with a short explanation 

and then said that it might be useful 

to create an Extraordinary Committee 

[consisting] of Branch 8 and Branch 

43 to vote on the issue.  

whether it would not be wise. 

This has concluded 

Br. Chairman adjourned the meeting 

Membership at 4.30 Membership 

left in best order 

  meeting was adjourned. 

 

 Verified by   Recording Secretary 

       Juraj Tomáš 

 Jan Vardzal    A Soganich 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S. Branch No. 43.  Sudbury 

      Ont  1955. 
 

Minutes  No. 10. 
 

Meeting       dated        July 3.      55. 

Br. Chairman Urban Jr. summoned 

a bi-monthly meeting  for months June  

and July, for July 3 at 7 o’clock in the 

evening, in presence of  15 Members. 

 As the first thing after opening the 

1.)    meeting, Br. Chairman Urban Jr.  

asked Br. Secretary to read the 

 minutes from previous meeting. 

As B. Secretary read the minutes 

so they were signed 

2.)    Next Br. Chairman asked Br. Accoount 

 ant to read his report 

 Br. Accountant Juhas read the 

ledger, and membership approv 

ed of the ledger. 

3.)    Next Br Chairman Urban says 

what to do with the Cash Receipts Book? 

Br Treasurer is not present. 

The Members said that it will be read 

later, when he is Present. The Book 

4)     Contributions collected for the   

Month,  M  January and February 63.54¢. 

for March June. 147.28¢.) 

(for July and August) July 4.  )    91.20¢ 

Branches collected. ..illegible...  the  

5.)   rest was for our branch 

3.25 ¢  in total. 

 



 

6 Then Br. Chairman asked the members 

whether there are any complaints from 

other Branches. Br. Tomcik was heard 

saying yes I do, Brothers, I received 

a letter from Br. Head Office regarding 

the settlement with 8th Branch that 

we should not take the matter before a 

court that we should settle it between 

us as brothers and sister, that 

we should organize some event  

and proceeds should go towards 8th 

Branch that it would be best this way. 

or that we should hold a banquet in 

Augusr. 

7.)  Then Br. Jr. Suga wanted to speak 

nothing, and he sad that „Brothers it 

is shame on part of Br. Žold, when it 

comes to it, He wants to settle it  

between us in accordance with the 

Articles, here, in Sudbury. 

8.)  Next Br. Thomcik wanted to speak 

Br. Thomcik says Br. Suganic 

Members of Branch 8 signed [a state 

ment] that the [litigation] fees are 

paid 10 doll up to 25 doll and that they  

don’t care how much it costs. 

9.)  Then Br. Hámarič asked for permission 

to speak and said  Brothers this has 

dragged for a while but it’s close to  

end; if they don’t yield, we won’t yield  

either, what we have taken was 

10.)  ours. The words of Br Hamanic were 

supported by Br. Urban Sr. and Br. Juhas 

In the end Br. Chairman asked the  

Membership whether we organize some 

 



 

entertainment sometimes like 

on the labour day or whenever. 

Members replied that it will be 

probably organized by other 

branches because the hall has 

been already rented for labour day 

Br.Chairman Says that if not 

then we do nothing  

...illegible... up and let them know 

the accounts and meeging ended. 

Br. Chairman Thanks the Memberhsip 

for meeting. meeting was 

adjourned at 9 o’clock evening  . 

Membership left in best or 

der. 

 

 

 

Verified by    Recording Secretary 

 

 

Juraj Thomas 

 

John Urban 

J. Chovane 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S. Section. No. 43.  Sudbury.   Ont. 1955 . 
 
 

Minutes  No  11. 

 

  Minutes recorded on 25th  Sep. 1955. 

at an ordinary bi-monthly meeting of the C.S.B.S. 

branch No. 43., in the Room, in the Slovak 

national House, at two o’clock afternoon,  

in presence of 15. Members. 

Br. Chairman Urban jr opened the meeting after  

a roll call on the basis of paragraph 161 of the  

Society Article. 

1.)Point    As the first point was, 

Br. Chairman asked Br. Secretary to 

Read the minutes of the last meeting 

the minutes were read, as they were 

read so they were signed by two 

C.S.B.S members brNo. 43. 

2.) Point   As the second point, Br. Chair.  

asked Br. Treasurer
Accountant

 to  

read us his financial report. The 

membership approved Br. Accountant’s 

report. 

3.) Point   Next, as point three, Br. Chairman  

asked Br. Treasurer to read the previous 

month’s financial report Br. Treasurer 

read the cash receipts report, which  

was identical with the report of  

Brother Accountant.The C Accountan’s 

and Br – Treasurer’s report were 

approved as they were read. 

Next the Contributions collected for 

 2 mont August and September,  



 

totalled 133.00 

Brothers in Hospital C.S.B.S. branch No 43. Aug 20.55 

Br. GTomos  Br. R.Blaha and Br. Jan 

Madar. Br. Chairman Bought flowers 

for three members.)  the flowers cost 3.00 

(dolllars and) for three they cost our branch 

No 43 9.00 in total. 

 Br. Tomcik asked Br. Chairman for 

permission to speak he was 

allowed toThen Br. Tomcik requested
that

 Supervisory 

Committee that checked the Ledgers in 

our branch No, 43.  All Members supported 

his requesr. 

 

Then Br. Chairman asked membership it 

they had any complaints from other branches 

or anything else. Br. Tomcik rose 

and says that I have a letter from the head 

office now your read it, before the 

membership Br. Chairman ?  Br. Chairman 

read the letter, and gave explanation 

before membership regarding the settlement 

with the 8th Branch, that the Head Chairman 

Will send to Sudbury the Vice-Chairman  

Andrej Repiar, concretely on October 1st 

to reconcile branch No 8 with branch No 43 

concretely on Saturday, Octover 1 at two 

o’clock  in the afternoon. 

Our branch discussed this for at length 

that not all of us will be prsent on this day 

on Saturday – 1st Octover that one more 

shift works a day shift. 

Br. urban senior proposed that somebody 

phoned Br. Repiar in Timin [Timmins] that 

if he travelled by a Car or a train 

that if it could be on 2nd  Oct. OnSunday 



 

 C.S.B.S.  Branch  No. 43.  Sudbury √Ont
 1955 

 

Minutes No.     12. 

 

Minutes taken on Dec 21, 1955. 

at the ordinary Monthly meeting of C.S.B S. 

Branch No 43. in the Room of the Slovak  

National House 28 Alder sr. at 

two o’clock afternoon in presence 

of  14. Members. 

 

Br. Chairman, Urban jr. opened the 

meeting after counting the present Members 

based on paragraph 161 of the Society 

Articles. 

 

1Point  As the first Agenda point Br. Chairman 

asked Br. Secretary to read 

the minutes of the past meeting. 

Br. Secretary read the Minutes 

and as the Minutes were read so 

they were also signed by two 

C.S.B.S. members. 

 

2.Point.  Next as the second point, Br.  

Chairman asked Br. Accountant 

to present his report, 

Br. Accountant Juhas read 

his ledger which was approved by 

membership. 

 

3 Point.  In the end Br. Chairman 

asked Br. Treasurer to  

Turcik to present his 

 

 



 

Cash Receipts report Br Turcik 

read his ledger and provided  

an explanation as appropriate, 

So that the ledgers were 

consistent of both, Br Accountant 

witha Br Treasurer, So that as they 

read, so they were approved 

 

4./Point.  Afterwards Br. Chairman opened 

the agenda. As first thing, Br. Chairman 

announced membership that. in 

this year √1955
 we lost 2 members, 

namely Br. Koritko and deceased Br. 

Madar. Johan, Br. Chairman Explained 

why Br Koritko left, that he didn’t 

approve of the insurance premium of  

our od branch No 43. that hecould find  

another, the one which will be more  

advantageous for him. because of 

that he Left our (socie ty) that is our 

Branch No. 43. 

 

5/Point.  Next Br. Chairman said that we 

lost a second member, who has died, 

Brother Madar. And so, I ask entire 

membership to raise and pay him a 

tribute with a 2-minute silence. 

Thus, all members rose and stool 

silent hom
homage

tribute to 

Br. Madar with 2 minutes of silence. 

 

6 Point.  Then Br. Chairman says to the 

membership that if, in future, something  

similar happens in our branch  that  

happened last time that 

 



 

one of us, Brothers or Sisters, leaves 

us, that somebody dies, what to do next 

to buy a wreath for that occasion . 

since I myself, bought on behalf 

of our 43 branch, which I did for the 

so I paid 13.00 doll. first time  

perhaps, it’s too much, so I ask the  

members to specify an amount as we agree 

here, at this meeting. A lengthy disscussion 

followed until Br. 
Tomčik

 Hatala  

proposed that wreaths bought on  

behalf of our branch No 43,  

whether for a Brother or for a  

Sister are bought at 10.00 . Thus, 

in the end the issue of the Wreath 

for a member or a female member 

(i.e. the deceased) will be Resolved 

at the next meeting ac o ten  

Venec pre člena alebo čleňkynu 

(teda pre zomreteho) 

 

Further, Br. Urban sr. asked Br.  

Chairman for permission to speak and he was allowed 

to so that Br. Urban sr.  

Said a few words regarding the 

Settlement and als branch No.  

8 with our branch No 43. with 

transferring members , and also that  

it cost 50 Doll. so he (Urban sr.)  

passed the letter to Br. Chairman 

to read it and he offered explanation. 

Thus, Br. Chairman read and 

explained the letter   Br. Chairman 

said how are the things regarding the 

settlement, well, everything is alright 

 



 

 

you heard Brothers that the 50.  

Dollars are covered, only  

the other [money], 1.00 that 

we had to return to the 8
th

 branch 

so what shall we do about it;  

it has been discussed extensively, 

too, then Br. Hatala asked permission 

to speak and said 
proposese

 that 

each of the three members will get 

his money back, that 1.00. Doll. 

Thus, this point, too, will be back 

on the agenda ga ni of the next meeting. 

 

Since the agenda has been exhausted. 

Br Chairman ended the meeting. thanking 

membership for the meeting. meeting was 

adjourned 4.30 afternoon. 

 

 

Verified by.   Recording Secretary 

 

 E. Budaj    Juraj Tomáš 

 J. Hovanec 

 

 

Closed on 31st December, 1955 

 

 

  Chairman  Recording Secretary 

 John Urban jr.   

      Juraj Tomas 
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C.S.B.S.  Bra.  No, 43. Sudbury.       (56-) 

 

Minutes.  No. (13.) 

 

  Minutes of the previous meeting 

dated 26
th

 February  1956.      - . 

at the ordinary bi-monthly meeting of 

C.S.B.S. Branch No, 43.   in the Room 

of the slovak national house 

in pres  28 Alder sr. in presence 

of  7 counted members. 

This meeting was duly summoned 

but because it was not declared  

open, contributions from the attendees 

were collected only and when the  

clock struck 8, Br. Chairman rose  

and said that it seemed that ‚it seems 

there are not too many of here today 

should I open the meeting or not, 

and the Brothers responded  

that there were only a few of us here 

and it was not necessary to open the 

meeting, 

Thus Br. Chairman thanked the 

present members for attendance 

the meeting will not bee opened 

today, Members split at 8 o’clock Evening.  

 

 

     Recording Secretary. 

Verified by. 

       J. Tomas 

E. Benda 

J. Hovanec 



 

C.S.B.S. Br. 43. Sudbury Ont  1956. 

 

Minutes No. 14. 

 

The C.S.B.S. meeting on 29
th

 April, 1956. 

 Br. Chairman opened the ordinary bi- monthly 

meeting at 7 o’clock evening in presence of 16 members. 

Then brother Chairman read the ledger on behalf of  

br. Accountant. Because brother Accountant 

did not attend. 

Then br. Chairman asked brother Treasurer 

to read the cash receipts book. Br. Treasurer 

read the receipts book, and because the  

ledgers were identical, they were approved  

by the memebers And so br. Chairman read  

2. letters of Head br. Then he read one 

more letter regarding the issue of Puskas, 

because of his ill condition. And thus, 

br. Urban sr. asked for permission to 

speak speak he was allowed, then he said 

a few words on br. Puskas, that, because  

he was such a good worker for the Society, 

it is necessary to help him. The membership 

agreed and they collected some money. Br 

Turcik asked for a word and said that he 

had a new member, Mrs. Maria Mindokova 

and asked if they admit her All membership 

agreed. Br. Hatala sr. and Br. Urban seconded. 

 Br. Hatala ask for permission to speak, 

permission was granted. He spoke of the money  

Br Urban, Tomcik and Turcik paid the 8
th

 br. 

and said they should get a refund 
Br. Tomas seconded

 Then 

br. Urban rose and said that that they didn’t 

want the one hundred Dollars. he should only 

 

 



 

 receive the $50.
00

 he paid to the lawyer. 

 

Brother Hamaricmotioned to refefund the $50.
00

  

to him 

 Brother Budo and Br. Federnko seconded 

 

 

 

 

Since the agenda was fulfilled 

Br Chairman J. Urban thanks membership for 

participation, and the meeting was adjourned in the 

best order 

 

Verif.  Chairman  Recording Secretary 

              J. Hovanec 

Juraj Tomaas     M. Stretavsky 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S. Branch 43.  Sudbury  Ont.  1956. 

 

Minutes No. 15. 

C.S.B.S. meeting held in the room of the  

Slovak National Hous in Sudbury ONt. at  

28 Alder Sr. on Sep. 16,  1956. in presence  

of 15 members. Brother Chairman called the 

meeting to order at 8.20 hour, Po then he  

asked brother Accountant to read the ledger  

br. Accountant read it. Then Brother chair. 

asked br. Treausurer to read his cash  

receipts book br Treasurer read the book  

and because both books matched, they 

were approved by the members 

Brother Hatala motioned that br. 8 and  

br 48 found together a theatrical group. 

Br. Tomas seconded. 

Br. Tomcik reminded the [branch] officials 

to send contributions to the Head Brach 

on time, otherwise, if anything happens, h  

there could be unpleasant consequences. 

Because the agenda was fulfilled, br. Chair. 

adjourned the meeting at 8.
50

 hr. 

Br. Chairman thanked membershipf for 

participation, membership split in the 

best order. 

 

Verified by.   Recording Secretary 

      L. Hovanes 

 John Urban. 

 Emil Burda 

 



 

C.S.B.S.  Branch No 43.  Sudbury  Ont. 1956. 

 

Minutes No. 16. 

The C S.B.S. meeting was held on 

December 2, 1956. But since the meeting 

 failed to attend, the meeting was not  

opened; contributions were collected,  

Brother Chairman  thanked membership 

 for coming and membership 

left in good order 

meeting was adjourned. 

Verified by    Recording Secretary 

 Emil Burda    J Hovanec 

 John Urban 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S. Branch 43 Sudbury Ont. 1957. 

 

Minutes No. 17. 

 

C S P.S meeting was held in the Slovak 

National House at 28 Alder Sr. on February 

3, 1957.  

 The meeting opened at 7.50 hr in presence of 

14 members; the contributions for two months were 

collected at the meeting. After collecting contributions 

Br. Urban proposed the wife of Br. J. Juhas junior as a 

[new] member and asked membership whether she 

would be admitted membership agreed. 

And, thus, Br. J. Juhas jr. nominated the wife of br. J. 

Urbam jr.  new member. The memberhsip agreed. 

Then br. Chairman asked the Secretary to read the 

minutes of the last meeting  Secretary read the 

minutes then membership approved the Minutes and 

they were signed. 

Br. Chairman asked br. Treasurer to read the Cash 

Receipts Book, brother Treasurer read [it] and then 

br. Accountant was asked to read his ledger 

br. Accountant read [it] and because their ledgers 

were identical membership approved. 

Br. Tomcik aske permission to speak, permission was 

granted then br. Tomcik said a few words regarding  

Mike Hudak that it would be a regretfull incident if he 

left the society after all those years. 

Br. Federenko promises that he will speak with him 

about it. 

 The meeting was adjourned at 8.hr.55. 

Br Chairm I thank membership for attending 

memberhsip left in best order. 

Verif.     Recording Secretary 

A Soganich  J.  Hatala    J. Hovanes 

 



 

  Branch 43 

C.S.B.S.  zadržana  Sudbury  Ont  1957 

 

Minutes No. 18 

The C.S.B.S. meeting was held in the Slovak National 

House at 28 Alder Sr. on March 31, 1957. 

The meeting was called to order at 8.10 hour 

in presence of 13 members. 

then br. Chairman asked the Treas Secretary to 

read the minutes, minutes were read and signed by two 

members. 

Then brother Chairman askedl br. Treasurera and  

br. Accountant to read the cash receipts book and 

the ledger. Br. Treasurer read, so did bro. Accountant, 

but becuse their ledgers were identical,, they were 

approved by the members.. 

And so br. Chairman read the letters of the Head 

Office which asked for $5.
20

 because it was printed on 

a good-quality paper, br. Chairman asked the members 

whether we would buy [a copy of] the C S P.S. 

almanach  membership did not agree, and they all 

requested that i tis returned together with other 

almanachs. 

Then br. Soganic nominated br. J. Urban jr. 

and br J. Juhas jr. to the Convention which would take 

place in Montrial, membership approved Br. Turcik 

seconded. Brother J. Hatala proposed 2 new members 

namely Paul seconded 

 The meeting was adjourned at  9.5 hr. br. 

Chairman 

thanks membership for attendance membership ended 

in best order. 

Verified by.   Recording Secretary 



 

A Soganic  E Burda  J. Chovanec 

C.S.B.S.  Branch. 43 Sudbury   Ont. 

 

Minutes No. 19. 

The meeting of C.S.B.S. was held on July 28, 1957. 

In presence of 13 members, Br. Chairman  

opened the meeting at 8.10. hr. Br. Chairman 

asked the Secretary to read the minutes 

of the previous meeting; then the Secretary  

rose and read the minutes, after reading 

the minutes br. Chairman asks the 

membership whether everyone is satisfied, 

membership agreed and they were signed 

by two members. Then br Chairman asked 

br. Accountant and br. Treasurer to read 

their ledges, ledgers were read, br. Chair 

asks whether everyone is satisfied 

membership approved them Then br 

Chairman read the letter of  the Head Br. 

regarding the 20-year long payment 

to the C S B.S. [fund] And then br. 

Chairman read yet another letter, from   

J.N.CO. regarding br Jan Juhas jr.  Br. 

Jan Juhas jr. was selected as a delegate 

to the Convention but because they couldn’t 

change his leave, he had to stay at home. 

Brother Chairman had to travel alone. 

 The meeting adjourned at 8.45 hr. 

 Br. Chairman I thank membership for 

attendance, membership separated inbest ord 

Verified by   Recording Secretary 

 Emil Burda    J. Hovanec 

 Jan Gelatka 
 



 
 

C.S.B.S. Br. 43  Sudbury.  Ont. 
 

Minutes No.20. 
 

The C.S.B.S. meeting was opened in the Slovak 

National House at 28 Alder Sr. in Sudbury, on 

29
th

 September, 1957. at 2 o’clock afternoon in 

the presence of 14 members, v Slovenskom narodnom 

dome na 28 Alder Str v Sudbury. 
 

Collection of contributions was the first point of 

agenda. After collection of contributions br. Chairman 

Jan Urban jr. Asked br. Secretary to read the minutes 

Of the last meeting, brother Secretary rose and read 

the minutes. After reading the minutes brother 

Chairman asked membership if everybody satisfied is 

with that. The membership agreed and the minutes 

were signed by two members. 

As the second point, Br. Chairman read the ledger on 

behalf of brother Accountant because br. Accountant 

could not attend this meeting. 

 As the third point, br. Chairman asked br 

Treasurer to read the cash receipts book br. Treasurer 

read the book  after reading of the  ledger ledgers 

brother Chairman asked if everyone was satisfied, 

membership agreed 
 

Point 4. admission of new members, none. 

Point 5. brother Chairman read numerous notes 

from the Convention  what was discussed  

line 2 regarding our organization of C S B.S. 
 

And so, brother Chairman brings to attention of the 

members, if any of them travelled by any chance 



 

 

 

home [to Slovakia] for a visit, remember to ask the 

Head Office for a travel document √ which everybodz 

has to take along . Because, in case of any accident 

back at home, as a result there could be √many 

complications. 

 

Br. Chairman asked membership one more 

time if there was anything else on the agenda 

but, because the agenda was exhausted, the 

meeting was adjourned at 4.45min. br. Chairman 

thanks membership for participation,  

membership left in the best order. 

 

 

 Verified by   Recording Secretary 

      J. Chovanec 

 J Fedorenko 

 M Pejo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

K.S.P.S   Br. 43. Sudbury   Ont. 

 

Minutes  No.  21. 

 

 The Annual C.S.B.S. Meeting was held in the 

Slovak National House at 28 Alder Sr. on the 12
th

 

January, 1958 at 2 o’clock afternoon with 18 members 

attending. 

Br Chairman Jan Urban jr. opened the meeting and 

welcomed membership. 

Collection of contributions was the first agenda point. 

After collection of contributions br. br. Chairman 

asked the Secretary to read the minutes of the last 

meeting. Subsequently, the Secretary rose and read the 

minutes  after reading the minutes br. Chairman 

asks membership whether everybody is satisfied    

membership agreed and the minutes were signed by 

two members. 

Then br Chairman asked br. Accountant Jan Juhas 

to read the ledger, br. Accountant rose and read the 

ledger. br. Chairman asks membership whether 

everyone agrees.  that the ledger is properly managed. 

The membership approved   

As the next point, br. Chairman asked br Treasurer 

Jan Turcik to read the cash receipts book, in response,  

br. Treasurer rose and read the cash receipts book, 

after reading the cash receipts book br. Chairman asks 

membership whethere they are satisfied but because 

there ledgers were consistent membership agreed. Ako 

the next agenda point, Juraj Tomas, as far as the thing 

is concerned, Juraj Tomas was selling the tickets for 

a banquet organized by the C.S.B.S. branch 4. Juraj 

Tomas sold two tickets to A. Kuco but [he] ditn’t pay 

for them  br. Tomas paid for the tickets 



 

 

 

but because the tickets were not used at the banquet 

because they got lost somehow, then br. Chairman 

wants membership to decide whether he should get a 3 

Dollar refund for the tickets, membership approved the 

refund, 

As the next point was nomination of the officials  

and the first was the nomination for the Chairman 

 and subsequently for all [officials] but because 

nobody wanted to accept the nomination, all old 

officials reHeaded in the office for the upcoming 

 year. 

Br. Chairman asks if anybody wants to say anything in 

a free discussion, br. Tomas rose and proposed to 

organize a Mardi Gras merriment   membership 

supported. 

And there we no more 

Br. Chairman asks one more time if  

anybody has anything new for our branch,  

but since the agenda was fulfilled br.  

Chairman closed the meeting at 4 o’clock 

thanks membership for participation, 

membership split in best order and the  

meeting adjourned. 

 

Verif.   Chairman Recording Secretary 

            J. Chovanec 

    

       G. Tomas 

       J. Hatala 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Minutes of the C.S.B.S.Extraordinary Meeting  

 

 

  The Extraordinary Meeting was 

summoned for January 26, 1957 to 28 alder 

Sr., Slovak National House in presence  

of 8 members. 

Brother Chairman opened the Meeting which  

discussed admission of the new members  

from the 21
st

 branch. Br Chairman Jan Urban 

 jr. spoke of the new members who wanted to 

transfer to our branch, namely “ br Andy  

Zacharovsky sr. with wife and his son Andy 

Zacharovsky jr. and br. Jan Kraik with  

his wife. 

Then br. Chairman asks members if any of them 

has anything against our admitting them. But 

√with thato
 everybody was satisfied and happy that 

we were growing and everybody would have 

congratulated them had they been here with us. 

Then membership discussed the Mardi Gras 

event what we would do and what should happen. 

And so brother Chairman closed the meeting 

and thanked for attendance  

members split in best order. 

 

Verif.     Recording Secretary 

      J Chovanec 

J. Tomas 

J. Hatala 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S.     branch 43 Sudbury  ont. 

 

Minutes No. 22. 

 

  Minutes recorded on March 23, 1958 in 

presence of 19 C.S.B.S  branch 43 members, at the 

ordinary monthly meeting held in the Slovak National 

House at 28 Alder Sr. Sudbury  ontario 

 

 The brother Chairman J. Urban jr. opened the 

meeting at 2.20 hr in presence of the above named 

members. 

The 1
st

 point was collection of contributions.  

after collection of contributions brother  

Chairman rose and read the letter of the  

Head Office, on the matters related to our  

Society with regard to the contributions which  

have increase somewhat too much. Brother  

Chairman emphasized that not all of it is true, 

 but it is difficult for the older members because  

now they have to pay nearly twice as much, but 

because for many years they paid only a small  

fee, now že if we calculate now it how much we 

saved before we have to add some funds now  

to replenish it. 

2.point:   Brother Chairman asked br. Secretary 

to read the minutes of the previous meeting 

Then br. Secretary rose and read the minu 

tes of the previous meeting after reading the  

minutes, br. Chairman asks if they think 

the minutes are written correctly, but  

because nobody had comments they were  

signed by two members. 

 

3.point.    Brother Chairman asked brother Accountant 

to read his ledger so br. Secre Accountant got  



 

up and read the ledger  after reading the  

ledger br. Chairman asked br. Treasurer to 

read the cash receipts book  br. Treasurer 

rose and read the cash receipts book. Then 

after reading both ledgers, br. Chairman asked 

the members if they were satisfied with them. 

but because their ledgers were consistent 

nobody rose objections against them, 

 

 After finishing the ledgers they had a 

brief discussion and then brother Chairman 

ended the meeting thanking the members 

for attendance, membership separated 

in best order at 4.45 hr. 

 

 

 

 Verified by   Recording Secretary 

 A Soganich    J. Chovanec 

 Jakob Teresko 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S Branch  43   Sudbury.  Ont. 
 

Minutes No 23. 
 

 Minutes taken at the ordinary monthly C.S.B.S. 

meeting [held] in presence of 18 members in the 

Slovak National House at 28 Alder str in Sudbury Ont. 

on April 27, 1958. 

 

 The meeting was opened by brth Chairman  

Jan Urban jr. in presence of the members above. 

at 3 hr 15 min  As the 1
st

 point we have collected contributions 

when collection ended br. Chairman asked br. 

Secretary to read the minutes of the last meeting.  

Thus the Secretary rose and read the minutes after 

reading the minutes br. Chairman asked if everyone 

was satisfied with the minutes. membership  

agreed and they were signed by two members. 

As the 2
nd

 point, br. Chairman asked brother Treasurer 

to read the minutes cash receipts book so br. Treasurer 

rose and read the cash receipts book 

Next br. Chairman read the ledger on behalf of br. 

Accountant because br. Accountant could not attend 

the meeting because he was not at home. 
 

 After reading the ledgers br.Chairman  

asks if everyone is satisfied withour cash  

receipts book and our ledger. But since their 

ledgers were identical membership agreed. 

3 point.   A question was raised whether everybody  

  has settled their contributions for the past year 

br. Treasurer rose and said that everybody’s  

 

 



 

contributions for the pas year have been paid because 

he had covered them with his own money for the 

brother. Blaha for the entire year and also for br. 

Jakub but they have not paid it back yet. 

In response, br. Tomcik rose and proposed  

that the Treasurer is paid back that he cannot 

possibly pay for other members with his own  

money. Brother. Tereska seconded. 
 

Then br. Chairman rose and welcomed  

br. Andy Zacharovsky from the 21
st
 branch  

who transferred  to our 43rd branch  

with all his family 

br. Chairman wished him that  

he felt at home among us. 

Brother Chairman asked the members 

if they had any suggestions, but there 

were no transferrees  to be admitted. 
 

Brother Chairman adjourned the  

meeting at 4.20 min. The membership 

left in best order. 

 

 

 

Verified by    Recording Secretary 

 

A. Zacharovksy    John Chovanec 

  Emil Burda 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S. br. 43.  in  Sudbury  Ont. 

 

Minutes No. 24 

 

Minutes recordedin presence of 12 members 

at the ordinary C.S.PS. bra 4 43 meeting  

held in the slovak national house at 28 Alder 

sr. on June 15, 1958. 

 

Brother Chairman opened the meeting with 

the members above. at 3 o’clock afternoon. 

First point: was collection of contributions, after 

collectionof contributions br.  

Chairman asked the Secretary to read 

the minutes the Secretary rose and read  

the minutes of the last meeting after reading 

 the minutes br. Chairman asks if everyone  

is satisfied with our minutes. but since  

nobody had comments, its signed by two 

o members the way it was read. 

As 2
nd

 point.  Br. Chairman asked brother  

Accountant to read his ledger but because  

brother Accountant could not attend the  

meeting soon after reading the ledger br.  

Chairman Jan Urban. jr. asked br.  

Treasurer to read the cash receipts  

book Br. Treasur rose and read the cash  

receipts book after reading the cash  

receipts book br. Chairman asks if everyone  

is satisfied with the ledger and the receipts  

book, but since their books were identical  

so everybody was satisfied with that. 

 



 

3
rd

 point.  Br. Chairman read the letters of brother 

M. Martan regarding our Society. 

Point 1)  Whether [we are] for merging into a single  

benefit society with the canadian slovak league? 

Point2.)   Whether you are for that our committee  

met with the committee of the Canadian Slovak  

League to discuss themerger and to. jointly 

prepare the program of the merger and  

then to present it to you for consideration  

and voting? 

Point 3.)  If you want to keep the current name of the  

Society in case of merging or if you want to have 

a replacement new name, let’s say the Kanadska 

slovenska jednota, Canadian Slovak Union? 

I mention this name only if there was a situation  

that the merger cannot happen only on the grounds of 

the name of the society, i.e. C S B S. and C S L 

Br Zacharovskymotioned regarding point 1.2 and 3 to 

be passed. 

He was seconded by br. Turcik and Jan Soganic. 

3 point for a new name was passed by membership 

unaninously. 

Br. Chairman asks membership whethere someone 

wants to add something to the agenda, but since the 

agenda has been fulfilled,  Br. Chairman adjourned the 

meeting at 4.45, membership left in best order meeting 

was adjourned. 

 

Verif.    Recording Secretary 

 

George Thomas 

J. Hatala 

 



 

CSBS br. 43. in Sudbury ont. 

 

Minutes No. 25. 

 

Minutes taken at the ordinary monthly  

meeting held on August24, 1958 in the 

slovak national house in 28 Alder sr. 

 in Sudbury in presence of 12 members. 

Meeting was opened by br. Chairman Jan Urban jr. 

with the above mentioned members at 2.50 minutes. 

As the 1
st

 point:  Waswas collection of contributions, 

after collection of contributions br Chairman 

asked br. Secretary to read the minutes  

after which Secretary rose and read the  

minutes. After reading the minutes br.  

Chairman asks if everybody is satisfied 

but since nobody raised objections  

against it so they were signed asi t was 

 read by two members. 

As the 2
nd

 Point:  Br. Chairman asked br. Treasurer to 

read the cash receipts book. br. Treasurer rose 

and read the receipts book. Brother 

Then brother Chairman asked br. Accountant 

to read the ledger but because he did not  

attend the ledger was not signed read.  

After reading the ledgers brother Charman 

asks if anyone had anything new that would 

benefit our Society but because the agenda  

was exhausted brother Chairman Jan Urban jr  

adjourned the meeting at 4.50 membership left 

in be- 

st order 

 Verifiers.   Recording Secretary 

 J Fedorenko    J. Chovanec 

  J. Hatala 

 



 

C.S B S. br. 43  in Sudbury ont. 
 

Minutes No 26. 
 

Minutes taken at the ordinary bi monthly meeting  

hald in the slovak national house at 28 Alder str  

in Sudbury, Ont on November 9, 1958 in presence 

of 13 members. 

Brother Chairman Jan Urban jr.opened the CSBS. 

meeting with the above mentioned members on Sunday, 

9
th

 Nov. 1958 at 2 o’clock afternoon 

As the first point agenda point was collection of 

contributions, aftercollection of contributions br. 

Chairman asked br. Secretary to read the minutes 

of the last meeting, so that br Secretary rose and 

read the minutes after reading the minutes brother 

Chairman asks if everyone is satisfied and if the  

can be signed. But because nobody had anything 

against [it] they were signed by two members,  The 

ledger and the cash receipts book were not read 

because [they] had not the books prepared  he only 

had receipts entered only expenses were not finished  

so they will be read at the next meeting. 

Then brother Chairman read one letter concerning 

brother Mraz membr of the C S B S branch 44 in 

Calgary who suffered burns in an accident and he has 

still not been able to work so they ask foran assistince 

for him. 

Then brother Chairman asks the members what shall 

we do aboutit whether we organize a collection or 

what. 

In response brother A. Zacharovsky sr.  

Proposed that he is paid 10 Dollars from 

 our branch funds. 



 

 

Brother Andy Soganic and brother Mike Kolhazovsky 

seconded. 

Then brother Chairman asked members if they agree 

that 10 Dollars are paid out to brother Mraz from our 

Society treasury membership agreed. nobody was 

againsr. 

And, thus, Brother Chairman read a short letter  

concerning our branch, brother Chairman wrote 

to the Headg branch to inform him of the new 

certifycate whether we are supposed the send  

[them] the old ones and they send us the new  

ones, but he has not received an answer to  

this day Then brother Chairman asks the  

members if they had any news from other  

branches, but there were none. And so, brother 

Chairman closed the meeting and thanked the 

membership for participation, membership left  

in best order, meeting was adjourned at 3  

o’clock and 15 minutes afternoon. 

 

 Verif.    Recording Secretary 

   A Soganich   E Burda 

      J. Chovanec 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

KSPS    br   No.  43   in   Sudbury 

 

Minutes     No.26. 

Minutes taken on January 25, 1959 at 

an ordinary CSBS membership meeting branch 43. 

in the slovak national house at 28 alder Str  

in Sudbury. 

The meeting was opened by br. Chairman  

Jan Urban jr.  in presence of 13 members  

at 2:30 hr. afternoon Contributions were  

collected as the first point, when contributions 

ended, br. Chairman asked br. Secretary to  

read the minutes from the last meeting and  

the Secretary rose and read theminutes.  

After reading the minutes brother Chairman  

asks whether it can be signed asi t was read,  

but because there were no objections it was  

signed by two members 

as the next point br. Chairman asked brother 

Accountant to read his ledger, then brother.  

Accountant rose and read the ledger. After 

reading the ledger, br. Chairman asked br.  

Treaurer to read the cash receipts book and  

br. Treasurer rose and read the the receipts  

book. Br. Chairman rose and asks membership  

whether they are satisfied with ou r ledger and  

receipts book but since their books were in order,  

nobody had √nothing
 against it. 

As the next point, brother Chairman carried  

out collection of old certificates after the  

end of sertificates br. Chairman rose and  

said that we have ended the old year and  

are entering a new year and it would be  

proper to elect new officials, 

Nominations were opened for the chairman 



 

but since nobody felt like being a chairman, 

Membership of the Society asked the old  

officials to reHead [in the office] throughout 

the next year 1959, were elected unanimously. 

Then members gratulated the officials to  

continue working enthusiastically in the new year. 

then br. Chairman asks the members who  

has anything  new about other branches  

or any new members, but since there was 

nothing, Br. Chairman adjourned the  

meeting at 3.30 hr thanked members for 

participation and membership left 

in the best order, the meeting was closed. 

 

 

 Verified by  Recording Secretary 

 A Zacharovsky 

  E Burda 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S.   br.  43.   in Sudbury  Ont. 

 

Minutes No 27. 

The ordinary monthly C.S.B.S. meeting  

was held in the slovak national house  

at 28 Alder Str on March 22, 1959 

in presence of 15 members. 

Brother Chairman J. Urban jr. opened the meeting 

at 2.hr 30 afternoon. tvoril schôdzu o 2.ho. 30 

afternoon with the above mentioned members.  

The first point. was collection of  

contributions  after collecting contributions  

br. Chairman asked Br. Secretary to read  

the minutes, then ask of the previous meeting, 

and br. Secretary rose and read the minutes, 

after reading the minutes brother Chairman 

asks whether everybody is satisfied but  

since nobody had comments, they were signed 

by two members. 

As the next point , br. Chairman asked br. 

Accountant to read the ledger and br.  

Accountant rose and read. after reading 

the ledger br. Chairman asked b. Treasurer 

to read the cash receipts book.  

Then br. Treasurer rose and read. 

after reading the ledgers br. Chairman 

asks the members if they are satisfied 

with our ledger wit our ledger and our 

receipts book  but because their books 

were identical, everybody was satisfied 

and there were no objections against it. 

 

 



 

After resuming the books, brother Chairman  

rose and said a few words about the annual 

meeging which took place in 

Toronto  Ont. 

After the speech ended, bro. Chairman  

asks if there are any news from other 

branches or new members or 

such. 

But since nobody had anything, 

Br. Chairman Jan Urban jr. 

adjourned the meeting at 4.20mi. 

thanking membership for participation  

and membership left in best 

order. 

 

 

 Verif.  Recording Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S. br.  43.  in Sudbury   Ont. 

 

Minutes    No.   28. 

 

Ordinary Monthly Meeting was held 

in the Slovak National House in 

Sudbury, 28 Alder Sr., on Aug 23, 1959 

in presence of 12. C.S.B.S members. 

The Meeting was opened at 2.30 minutes on Sunday 

afternoon. 

The first point was collection of contributions 

The second point. Should have been read 

the ledger but because the Accountant and 

the Secretary could not attent, they were 

postponed until next Meeting 

3rd point. Brother Chair. Jan Urban jr. read 

the letter of the Head br. on merging with 

C.S.B.S with the canadian S. ligue. Then 

voting took place. 

Brother Chair carried out secret ballot 

i.e. 11. votes were for the C.S.B.Ligue 

and only one for „association of canadian 

slovaks“ 

    Because the agenda was fulfilled 

Br. chrm. thanked members  

for participation,  Meeting was adjourned 

at 4. o’clock and membership left  

in the best order. 

 

 Verified by.   Recording Secretary 

     A  S oganich 

     J.  Hatala 



 

C S B. S br. No 43.  in Sudbury  Ont. 

 

Minutes No. 29. 

 

          The C S B.S meeting was held in the slovak 

national house at 28 alder sr. on Sunday, November, 

1959  at 3 o’clock afternoon with 14 C S B S members 

present. Br. Chairman opened the ordinary monthly 

meeting in presence of 14 members.  

The first agenda item was collection of  

contributions, after contributions br  

Chairman asked br. Secretary to read  

to read the minutes of the previous meeting and  

the Secretary rose and read, After reading the  

minutes  br. Chairman asks whether everyone  

is satisfied with our minutes but because nobody  

had any comments it was approved as they were  

read and signed by two members. 

As the second agenda item, br. Chairman  

invited br. Accountant to read the ledger  

but, because br. Accountant could not attend  

the meeting, the ledger was read by br. Chairman. 

After reading the ledger, br. Chairman invited 

br. Treasurer to read ledg cash receipts book 

and, thus, br. Treasurer rose and read the receipts 

book. 

After reading the books br. Chairman whether 

everyone is satisfied with our ledger and receipts 

book, but because their ledgers were consistent 

everyone was satisfied. 

Then brother Chairman said the members that, in his 

opinion, the ledgers were in best order but because 

they had not been checked for quite some time, he 

would review them some day to ascertain that everything 

was to the par. 

 



 

As the next agenda item, br. Chairman read the letter of br. 

Martan who conveyed him a report on voting by individual 

C S B S. banches on merger with C.S.L. 

After reading the letter it turned out that there was a little 

hope of doing so because some are against, others are 

forunification and other are undecided or abstained. 

 

Then br. Chairman said a few words regarding 

the situation, br. Chairman remarked that those 

who hold the key offices don’t want to merge 

because they have their monthly salaries and 

if the merger happened, some of them would 

lose their seats and that would not benefit them. 

But the sooner we merge the better it would be 

because the times will come when we shall  

have to merge but it may be too late then, 

because the new members were not joining in 

and the old ones are leaving, one by one, so  

that in a 10 or 15-year time we may be in trouble. 

The next agenda item was a free discussion; after 

the free discussion brother Chairman closed the 

meeting, thanked members for participation  

and membership split in the best order. 

Meeting was adjourned at 4 o’clock. 

 

 

 Verifiers.   Recording Secretary 

 Leo Kovaly.    Jan Chovanec 

 J. Fedorenko 

 

 

 



 

    C S B S       br   43.   in   Sudbury        Ont. 
 

Minutes   No. 30. 
 

The Annual Meeting was held  in the slovak national house 

at 28 Alder sr. in Sudbury, on Sunday afternoon, February 

28, 1960. 

Br. Chairman opened the meeting at 3 o’clock afternoon 

with 13 members in attendance. 

As the first point was collection of contributions  

after collection br Chairman Jan Urban jr. asked  

brother Secretary to read the minutes of the last  

meeting, so the Secretary rose and read the  

minutes after reading the minutes brother  

Chairman asks whether all are satisfied,  

but nobody was against so they were signed as  

it was read by two members. 

As the second point, br. Chairman invited brother 

Accountant to read his ledger,  Thus, br. Accountant  

rose and read the ledger after reading the ledger  

br. Chair. invited brother Treasurer to read the  

cash receipts book br. Treasurer rose and read  

the receipts book. After reading the books br.  

Chairman asks whether everyone is satisfied.  

But becasese their books were consistent nobody 

noth  had nothing against it. 

As the next point, br. Chairman read two letters 

of the Head Office. One about br. Jan Uhrin from 

Windzor ont. and the second one regarding br. 

Mikulas Kontras from Hill crest Alta. who are  

doing poor and need urgent help. Br. Chairman Jan 

Urban jr. asks members should we help them. Brt P. 

Tomcik motioned to help them out, concretely by giving 

5 Dollars to each. 

 



 

Brother Jan Gelatko and br. George Fedorenko 

seconded. 
 

As the next point, br. Chairman opened nominations for  

the new Committee. 

Nominacions were opern – andimmediately followed by 

dividing on the new Committee. 

Br. P. Tomcik was unanimously elected the Chairman of 

br. No. 43 and accepted the nomination 

Br. Jan Urban jr. accepted nomination as the Accountant 

Br. George Fedorenko unanimously nominated the 

Treasurer, accepted, and br. Jan Chovanec nominated the 

Secretary and Vice-Chairman, nomination accepted 

when voting ended the new officials took the oath of 

alegiance before membership. 

As the next point, br. Chairman asks if anybody has  

any new ideas which would benefit our Society 

But as the agenda was exhausted and br. Chair. 

adjourned the meeting at 3.40 hour thanking members for 

attending and membership left in the best order meeting 

was adjourned. 

 

Verified by    Recording Secretary 

             J. Hovanec 

     A Soganich J Tomas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C S B S. br.  43    in   Sudbury   Ont . 
 

Minutes   No  31. 
 

The C S P S meeting was held in the slovak national  

house at 28 Alder Str in Sudbury ont. on March 27,  

1960 with     13 members    in attendance. 

 

Br. Chairman opened the ordinary monthly  

meeting of the above mentioned members 

at 2.35 hour. 

The first agenda item was collection of  

contributions after the contributions br.  

Chairman Jozef Tomcik asked br. Secretary 

to read the minutes of the previous meeting and  

br. Secretary rose and read the minutes, after 

reading the minutes br. Chairman asks whether 

everybody is satisfied with our minutes, but  

since nobody was against they were signed by 

two members as they were read. 

As the next item,     br. Accountant Jan urban jr. 

read the ledger   and br   Treasurer G. Fedorenko 

read the cash receipts book. 
 

Afterreading the ledgesrs br. Chairman asks whether 

everyone is satisfied with the ledger and the receipts book  

But since the ledgers were consistent 

and were in the best order so nobody 

raised any objections. 

As the next agenda point br. J. Urban asks the members. 

because the minutes doesn’t say whether we are supposed 

to buy a deceased branch member a wreath or not. The 

membership divided and the wreath for a dead member 

should be bought. 



 

As the next point, br. Accountant read a 

letter of the Head Office concerning br. 

Mike Petrik from Blaimore Alt. who has 

suffered from a mental illness for nearly 

two years and his wife desperately needs 

help. 

Then a discussion how to help her out  

followed, Since we cannot contribute too 

much from our treasury because we don’t 

have much in it ourselves. 

In response br. J. Gelatko motioned 

to make a collection. Member s seconded.  

Then two members were appointed to  

make a collection, namely Jan Chovanec 

and Jan Urban jr. 

As the next point, br. Chairman invited 

br. Accountant to tell us something about 

the Annual Meeting which took place in 

Sarnia Ont. 

And, thus, br. Urban jr. rose and in great 

detail explained how the things were. 

and so on. 

Then br. Chairman asks the members 

who has anything new to say or what  

would be good forour Society, but the agenda 

was exhausted and brother Chairman closed 

the meeting and thanked the members for 

attendance. Membership left in the best 

order at 415. meeting was adjourned. 

 

 Verified by   Recording Secretary 

A Zacharovsky    J. Hovanec 

J. Hatala 



 

C.S.B.S. br. 43     Sudbury    Ontario. 
 

Minutes    No. 32. 
 

C S B S  br.43 meeting Was held on September 25, 1960 in 

the slovak national house at 28 Alder strit in presence of 

the above mentioned members. 
 

Collection of contributions was the first point  

after collection of contributions br. Chairman 

asked br. Secretary to read the minutes of the 

previous meeting. Accordingly, the Secretary 

rose and read the minutes of the previous meeting. 

After reading the minutes, brother Chairman 

asks whether    everyone is satisfied but no 

objections were raised and they were signed as it 

was read by two members. 

Then brother Chairman invited br. Accountant 

to read his ledger br. Accountant rose and read, 

and in a similar fashion br. Treasurer 

read the receipts book. Then br. Chair. asks 

whether everyone is satisfied. But since the 

books were identical there were no comments. 
 

After the books were done, br. Chairman P. 

Tomicik recommended to buy a wreat to for a 

deceased wife if her hustand is a member and 

she is not a member. Br. A. Fink proposed –  

but then they posponed everything for the  

Annual Meeting. Br. Chairman 

adjourned the meeting at 3.40 hr. in the best ord. 

Verified by:     Recording Secretary 

x   John         Hatala     J. Hovanec 

x   John Gelatka 



 

C.S.B.S. br   43  Sudbury   Ont. 
 

Minutes No. 33. 

Annual Meeting 
 

The C S B S. Meeting was held in the slovak  

national house at 28 alder sr. in presence of  

12 members onSunday January 29, 1961. 

Br. Chairman opened the meeting at 2.45 hour 

with the above mentioned members present. 

As the first point contributions were collected  

after the contributions ended br. Chair. T.Tomcik 

asked br. Secretary to read the Minutes  

So the Secretary r ose and read the Minutes 

after reading the Minutes, br. Chairman asks whether 

Everyone was satisfied but because no one was against 

it, they were signed as they were read, by two members. 

As the next point br. Chairman asked br. Accountant 

to read the ledger and br. Accountant rose and 

read the ledger and similarly k the Treasure- 

rer [read] the cash receipts book. Then br. Chairman  

asked whether everyone was satisfied. But because 

the ledgers were in the best order so nobody had  

objections against it. 

After the books were done br. Chair. P. Tomicik  

thanked the officials for their good work throoughout 

the year. 

As the next point, br. John Urban jr. won a new member. 

he asks the members if Jolana Poulton, nee Sekerak can 

be √admitted
 as a member for a 20-year period. members 

seconded, 

The next point was a discussion postponed from the last 

meeting regarding a wife who is not a member of our 

branch and whose husband is a member whether or not to 

buy her a wreath after her death. 

 



 

Brother G. Koval motioned to buy, Br. J. Urban sr. 

seconded. Br. Chairman asks whether Everyone 

agrees with buying a wreath. Then br. J. Hatala srn  

asked for permission to speak. the permission was granted. 

And thus, br. J. Hatala sr. motioned not to buy any wreath 

for a person who is not a member because Everybody had 

an opportunity to become a member. Br. Andy Soganic 

supported [the motion] to Purchase a wreath only to a male 

or female member. 

Then br. Chair. asks the members whether they agree that 

a wreath will not be bought for a person who is not 

a member The majority of members raised their hands to 

demonstrate that they agreed that a wreath would not be 

bought. „Thus, a wreath will be bought for a member only“ 

As the next point nominations for a new CSBS. br. 43. 

Committee were opened. but because there was no one to 

take over, the members asked to keep the old Committee 

for the next year and, thus, they were elected unanimously. 

Br. George Tomas was elected a Supervisory [Committee] 

member Br. J. Hatala motioned and br. G. Koval seconde 

And br. George Tomas accepted the nomination. Then the 

officials rose and took the oath in front of the memberhsip 

for the next year 1961. Then as the next point the officials 

were paid out. Chairman $5.
00

  Treasurer $5.
00

  Secretary $6.
00

  

and Accountant $12.
00

 After the matter was concluded, br. 

Chairman asks if anybody wanted to contribute to the 

agenda by anything beneficial for our Society but because 

the agenda was fulfilled, so also the meeting was adjourned 

at 4
00

 hr. Br. Chair. Tomcik thanking members for 

attendance and thus everybody left in the best order. 

 Verified by   Recording Secretary 

x      J. Chovanec 

x Andy Soganich 

 E  Burda 

 

 



 

C.S.B.S. Br  43.         in Sudbury     Ont. 

Minutes  No. 33. 
 

The ordinary monthly C S B S. meeting was held  

in presence of 14 membedrs in the Slovak National 

House  at 28 Alder. sr. in Sudbury Ont., on March 

26, 1961. 

Br. Chairman P. Tomcik opened the meeting at 

2.45 hr. in presence of the above mentioned members. 

As the first point were collected contributions. 

after finishing the contributions br. Chair. invited 

brother Secretary to read the minutes. 

Thus, the Secretary rose and read the Minutes, afterreading 

the Minutes br. Chairman asks whether everyone is 

satisfied but because no one was against them they were 

signed as they were read by two members. 

As the next point br. Chair. aksed brother Accountant 

to read the ledger, then br. Acctn. rose and read  after  

reading the ledger br. Chair. asked br. Treasurer to  

then read the cash receipts book and br. k Treasurer  

rose and read the receipts book  

After reading the receipts book br. Chair. asks whether  

everyone is satisfied  Then brother Treasurer spoke out that 

their ledgers were not consistent for a small reason but the 

money is dep Bank and everything will be absolutely in 

order by the next meeting and everyone was content with 

that. 

As the next point br. Chair. asks br. Acctn. whether  

he has any news from the Head Office and br.  

Accountant. rose and said that he has a letter of  

the Head br. with regard to br. Andrej Skuta who  

is ill and need our assistance. 

 



 

After reading the letter Br. Chair. asks the members 

how we can help him, whether we should organize 

a collection or whether we shall help him out from  

our treasury. In response Br. A. Zacharovsky rose 

and motioned to help him out with the branch 

[funds]. 

Brother. J. Urban sr. motioned to give him 

br. Andrej Sikuta 10 Dollars  

Br. Chairman asked the members who seconded. 

Andy Soganic and J. Hatala sr. seconded. 

 

As the next point, br. Chair. asks whether anybody  

has anything new that would be good for our Branch 

or any new members. 

But because nobody had anything new.  

Br. Chair. closes the meeting and thanks  

the members for participation 

meeting was adjourned at 3.45 hr. and 

membership left in the best order. 

 

 Verified by   Recording Secretary 

 

x J. Hatala 

x J  Gelatka 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C S B S in Sudbury Ont 1961 

 

Minutes No  34. 

 

   Ordinary monthly C S B S meeting was held in the 

Slovak National House at 28 Alder in Sudbury Ont on 

May 21, 1961. in presence of C S B.S. full-fledged 

members. 

The first point was collection of contributions, when 

contritubions were finished Br. Chairman P. Tomcik asked 

Br. Accountant to read the minutes since the Secretary 

could not attend the meeting because he had to work 

As the next point br. Chairman asked brother Accountant 

to read the ledger, afterreading the ledger br. Chairman 

asked br. Treasurer to read the cash receipts book after 

reading the cash receipts book br. Chairman asks  

whether anybody objects it But because they had the  

books in best order, nobody raised objections. As  

the next point two letters of the Benefit Society  

members were read, name of br. A. Sikuta and Jozef 

Urban to thank for the assistance 

As next point a question was raised whether to buy badges. 

CSBS but it was left for the next meeting 

B. Kvitko and Koval seconded. 

Voting on delegates for the Convention did not take place   

Br. Hatala sr. motioned that there was no need. 

Then br. br. P Tomcik closed the meeting and 

membership split in the best order 

meeting was adjourned 

 

 Verified by            Recording Secretary 

 x   John Gelatka                     J. Hovanec 

  Macko     Klocanko 



 

CSBS. in Sudbury Ont. 

 

Minutes  No  35. 

 

 Minutes recorded on September 24, 1961 at an 

ordinary C S B.S. branch meeting of br. 43 held in the 

Slovak National House room in Sudbury . 

Slovak National House room in Sudbury 

in presence of 9 members 

The meeting was opened by brother Chairman P. Tomcik 

at 2.45 hr with the above mentioned members present 

the first point was colletion of contributions 

after contributions ended brother Chairman  

invited brother Secretary to read the minu 

tes oftheprevious meeting. Thus, br. Secretary 

rose and read the minutes. Afterreading  

the minutes brother Chairman asks and  

everybody satisfied. but because nobody  

was against them they were signed as they were  

read by two members. 

As the next point the ledger and the cash  

receipts book was read after reading the books  

brother Chairman asks whether everybody is  

satisfied with our ledger and receipts book 

 but, because their ledgers were identical  

nobody objected 

As the next point brother Chairman asks members 

whether any of them had anything new that might 

be good for our branch, but since nobody had any 

news. br. Chairman adjourned the meeting at  

3.45 hr. thanked the members for participation and 

membership left in the best order. 

 

 Verified by   Recording Secretary 

 John Gelatka    J. Hovanec 

 J. Hatala 



 

C S B X in Sudbury  ont   branch   43 
 

Minutes  No  36. 
 

Minutes taken at the ordinary monthly CSBS br 43 

meeting. The meeting was held in presence of 10 C S B.S. 

members in the slovak national house at 28 Alder sr. on 

November 18. 

Schodzu zahojil br. Chairman P. Tomčik za- 

učasti više spomenutich členov o ho. 2.35 

The first point was collection of contributions  

when contributions ended br. Chairman invited  

brother Secretary to read the minutes of the last  

meeting then the Secretary rose and read the  

minutes of the previous meeting, afterreading the  

book br. Chairman asks whether everybody is  

satisfied with the minutes but because nobody  

raised any objections they were signed As they were  

read by two members. 

The next point was reading of the ledger and cash 

receipts book, after reading the books br. Chairman 

asks whether everyone is satisfied with our ledger  

and receipts book but, because nobody was against  

because the books were consistent, and they were  

in the best order. 

As the next point brother Chairman asks whether 

anyone had anything new which would be good  

for our branch. But because no one had anything 

brother Chairman closed the meeting at 4.
00

 hour thanked 

members for participation and membership split 

in the best order 
 

 Verified by   Recording Secretary 
A. Zaharovsky    J  Hovanec 

J.  Hatala 
 



 

C S B S.   in Sudbury  Ont   branch  43. 
 

Minutes  No  37. 
 

Minutes taken at the ordinary branch meeting  

br. 43. In the Slovak National House at 28  

Alder sr.   on March 25, 1962. 

Attending 14 members listed in our minutes 

below: Juraj Fedorenko, John Urban jr.   

Paul Tomčik,  Joe Koritko str, John Gelatko, 

Andy Zacharovsky, sr.  John Hatala sr. 

Andy Šoganič,  Mike Klačanka,  George Koval, 

Mike Kolbašovsky  John Šoganič sr.  Andy Fink 

a John Hovanec. 

   The meeting was opened by br. Chairman Paul  

Tomicik at 14 th hour afternoon before the above 

mentioned members. 

As the first point; contributions were  

collected and after collection br. Chairman  

invited brothers Secretary to read the  

minutes of the previous meeting. So brother  

Secretary rose and read the minutes, after  

reading the minutes br. Chairman asks  

whether everyone is satisfied with our minutes 

but because nobody made l any comments  

vstal they were signed by two members as it  

was read. 

As the next point brother Chairman invited 

br. Accountant to read the ledger.  

after reading the ledger br. Chairman invited  

br. Treasurer to read his cash receipts book  

and br. Treasurer rose and read the receipts book 

after reading both books br. Chairman asks  

whether all are satisfied with our ledgter and  

receipts book but because their books 



 

were consistent and were in the best order, 

so all were satisfied. 

As the next point br. Chairman asked brother 

Accountant to say a few words about the 

C S B S quarterly meeting which was held in 

Windzor ont.  So br. Accountant rose and told 

us briefly what he wrote down. Then br.  

Accountant read two letters which he received 

from the Head Office regarding two C.S.B.S.  

brothers who desperately need help as they are 

ill and unable to work. 

Then br. Chairman asked membership to 

consider what we shall do and how we do it. Br. 

G. Kovaľ motioned not to use the cash funds 

because there is not much left;  Mike Kolbašo- 

vsky seconded. 

Br. John Šoganič sr. suggests that we don’t have 

to donate necessarily. Then br. John Hatala sr.  

proposes a collection and sending only a certain 

votef for amount; the rest should be used for the 

branch and if, in future, someone else is in need, 

the cash will be on hand. Then Br. Chairman asks 

whether all are satisfied with such a proposal, the 

membership seconded and carried out a collection. 

As the next point, Br. Chairman asks whethere  

anybody has any idea good for our branch but  

because the agenda has been fulfilled, Br.  

Chairman adjourned the meeting at 4.10 hr. Thank- 

ing the members for attendance and the memberhsip 

left inthebest order. 

 

Verified by    Recording Secretary 

      J.  Hovanec 

A. Soganič 

J   Gelatka 
 



 

C.S.B.S.  in Sudbury   ont  branch  43. 
 

Minutes  No  38. 
 

 Minutes taken at an ordinary branch meeting, 

br. No. 43.  In the room in the Slovak National House  

at 28 Alder sr. in Sudbury  ont in presence of 11  

members listed below: P. Tomcik,  Juraj Fedorenko, 

John Urban jr.,  John Hovanec.  John Šoganich sr 

Andy Zacharovsky, Joe Koritko  George Koval, John 

Gelatko,  Andy Šoganič a George Tomaš. The meeting  

was opened by br. Paul br. Chairman P. Tomcik on 

September 16, 1962 at 14 th hour afternoon. 

The first point was collection of contributions after 

conributions br Chairman asked brother Secretary  

to read the minutes of the last meeting. So brother rose 

and read After reading the minutes br. Chairman asks 

if all are satisfied but becase √noboy
 was against.  they were 

signed as they were read. as the next point brother 

Chairman asked br. Accountant to read the ledger. after 

reading the ledger br. Chairman asked br. Treasurer to read 

the cash receipts book after reading both books brother 

Chairman asked if everyone was satisfied with our ledger 

and cash receipts book but because they had the books in 

the best order, so everyone was satisfied. 

As the next point br. Chairman asks. the members 

 ever whether anybody had anything for our  

branch which would be good. But because the  

agenda was fulfilled. br. Chairman thanked the  

members forparticipation and membership left  

in the best order. The meeting was adjourned  

at 3.45 hour. 
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C S B S    in Sudbury Ont    branch  43. 

Annual Meeting. 

Minutes  No.  39. 

The C S B S. branch No. 43 Annual Meeting was held 

in the slovak national house at 28 Alder str in Sudbury Ont 

on December 2, 1962 in presence of 10 members named 

below. P. Tomčik  G. Fedorenko  J. Urban sr. 

J. Hovanec  Mike Kolbasovsky  Andy Fink  Mike 

Klačanka   Andy Šoganič   Joe Koritko a  G. Koval. 
 

Br. Chairman P. Tomcik opened the Meeting at 2 o’clock 

afternoon with the above mentioned members in attendance. 

Collection of contributions was the first agenda point, after 

contributions ened br. Chairman asked brother Secretary 

to read the minutes of the previous meeting and br 

Secretary rose and read. Afterreading the minutes 

brother Chairman asks whether all are satisfied  

withour minutes but since no one raised objections, 

they were signed by two members as they were read. 

As the next point, br. Chair. asked br. Accountant 

to read the leldger and br. Acctn.  Jan Urba jr. 

rose and read the ledger. po 

After reading the ledger br. Chair. asked br. Treas. to read 

his cash receipts book and br. Treas. G. Fedorenko rose and 

read the receipts book.  

After reading the books br. Chair asks if everyone is 

satisfied withour cash receipts book But because the 

ledgers were consistent and were in the best 

order everyone was satisfied. 
 

As the next point br. Chair. asks the members 

how they imagine the meetings since the New 

Year on whether they would stay as they are  

or whether [we] change.  

 



 

 

After that a brief discussion followed  

what to do and what would be the best. 

 

Afterabrief discussion Br. Andy Soganic proposed 

to hold meetings 3 times a year 

that it is sufficient since we do not have any  

major issues on the agenda. 

Br. George Kova seconded. that it will be good. only 

all [members] should pay their contributions ahead. 

As next, br. Chair. said a few words 

regarding division on a new committee for 1963. 

But because there was no quorum there were not 

enough attendees to nominate and nobody felt like 

accepting a nomination, So manag the old officials 

were elected unanimously in order 

to stay one more year. Then the officials 

took the oath of allegiance. 

Next the officials were paid and because the agenda 

was fulfilled 

brother chair. adjourned the meeting at 3.40 hour 

thanking the members for participation  

and membership split in best order. 

 

 

 Verified by   Recording Secretary 

 A Soganich    J. Chovanec 

 George Tomas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C S B S. Meeting      In Sudbury Ont  from.  4.  43. 
 

Minutes No 40. 

Ordinary 

The meeting of the C.S.B.S.  br. No  43 was held 

In the Slovak National House at 28 Alder Str 

in Sudbury Ont on February 24, 1963. 

Brother Chairman Paul Tomcik opened the meeting 

at 2 o’clock afternoon in presence of 14 members  

listed in the attendance record below; 

And they are the brother Chairman: P. Tomcik,  G. 

Fedorenko;  G. Koval,  G. Tomas,  Mike Klocanka,  J. 

Soganic   J. Gelatko,  Mike Kolbasovsky,  Joe. Koritko, 

Andy Soganic,  Andy Fink,  Andy Zacharovsky sr. 

and John Hovanec 

As the first point, br. Chairman asked  

br. Secretary to read the minutes of the 

annual meeting and the Secretary rose 

and read, After reading the minutes br. 

Chairman asks if Everyone is satisfied 

but because nobody was against, it was 

signed as they were read  

by two members. 

As the next point br. Chairman asked br. Accountant
Treasurer

 

to read the ledger
receipts book

 and br. Accountant
Treasurer 

rose 

and read the ledger. cash receipts book after 

reading the receipts book br. Chairman asks if  

Everyone is satisfied with our receipts book 

but because nobody raised objections 

because it was in the best order 

The ledger was not reas because 

br. Accountant did not attend on account 

of illness. 

 

 



 

After finishing the ledgers br. Chairman asked 

the members for advice – whether it would 

not be good that each member pays one 

dollar a year to our treasury because it is in 

decline as there are always some expenses 

and we have no income, because we do not 

organize any entertainment. But the issue has  

not been resolved because some were for it 

and others against it but we shall settle the 

matter at our previous meeting. Br. Chairman will 

ask every member personally when he summons 

the next meeting whether he is for or against it. 

   As the next point br Chairman asks  

Nak the members whether they have 

any ideas which would be beneficial 

for our branch but since no one had  

anything which would benefit us. 

So, brother Chairman thanked the 

members for attendance and the 

membership left inthebest order. 

Meeting was adjourned at 3
.
30 hr. 

 

 

 Verified by  Recording Secretary 

A. Zacharovsky 

G  Tomas 

 

 

 

 

 

 
C S B S meeting in Sudbury   ont     br.  No  43 



 
 

Minutes     No.41. 
 

C S B S.  meeting was  held in the Slovak National House at 28 

Alder sr. in Sudbury ont. on February 21, 1965 in presence of 10 

C S B S. members v Slovenskom narodnom dome na 28 Alder sr. 

Fist point: was collection of contributions, after ending the 

contributions Br. Chairman asked vizval fr. Secretary to 

read the mimnutes , but br. Secretary did write [it] because 

he had lost the notes he had taken at the last zmeeting  

As the second Point: br. Chairman asked br. Accountant 

to read the √ 
ledgeu

minutes, and br Accountant rose and read 

as the third Point: br Chairman asked borhter Treasurer 

to read the cash receipts book and br. Treasurer rose 

and read. Afterreading the ledgers br. Chairman asks 

the members whether they are satisfied withour ledger 

and our receipts book  but because their ledgers were 

identical none of the members raised objections. 

As the next point br. Chairman. asked members to raise 

and pay last tribute to the deceased br. George Koval 

and membership raised and dedicated a minute of 

silence to his memory then br Chairman asks br. 

Accountant if he had any news from the Head Office. 

Then br. Accountant rose and read their Christmas 

greeting. Then he read also  one 
the second

 letter of the Head 

Branch and then [the one] of sister Pingorova who is in poor 

health, her request was not accepted because we cannot 

from the treasury and those few members who attend the 

meetings cannot pay for everything by them-selves.Br. 

Chairman Paul Tomcik edjourned the meeting at 3.30 hour 

afternoon and thanked  membersh for participation. 

Verifiers     Recording Secretary 

 A Soganich         J . Chovanec 

 

 M. Kolbasovsky 

C S B S branch  43   Sudbury  ont. 



 

 

Minutes  No  42. 

 Branch 43. CSBS meeting was held on June 6/65. 

in the slovak national house at 28 Alder sr. Sudbury. 

In presence of 11 members named below 

Present brothers were boli ; John Urban jr.  John Urban sr. 

George Fedorenko  John Gelatko   Andy Soganic,  Mike 

Kolbasovsky   John Chovanec  John Hatala - sr. 

Joe Koritko   George Tomas  and Paul Tomcik. 

Br. Chairman opened the ordinary meeting at twoo’clock 

afternoon. As the first brother Chairman invited br. 

Secretary to read the minutes of the lastmeeting,  

and the Secretary rose and read 

br. Chairman asks ifeveryone is satisfied, but 

because nobody objected it it was  

signed as they were read by two members. 

The ledger and the cash receipts book were  

read as the second point. After reading br. 

Chairman asks if Everyone is satisfied with our 

ledger and cash receipts book, But because their 

books were in the best order no one raised any 

objections 

As the next point br. Chairman asks br. Accountant whether 

he has any news from the Head Office and br Accountant 

rose and read a letter regarding the Convention. 

As the next point br. Chairman addressed the p the issue 

of George Koval and his family and of the posthumous  

support which has not been paid yet. he asks the members 

whether they approve that the Head Office sends the  

cheque to us and our officials will forward it to his wife 

and family membership agreed that they can to so and 

that they are authorized to do so. 

 

The next point was election of delegates. 



 

Brother John Gelatko nominated br. P. Tomcik 

as a delega. Br. John Hatala seconded 

Then br. P. Tomcik nominated br. Andy Šoganič 

as a candidate and br. Mike Kolbasovsky  

seconded. Br Chairman asks the members 

if everyone is satisfied members agreed una 

nimously. 

As the next point br. John Urban elder asks  

permission to speak which he was also granted, 

regarding br Ed. Oravec who was expelled from 

the Society so that the delegates are authorized 

to resolve the matter at the Convention and  

[find out] why and for what reason he was  

expelled from our br. 43 and to find out what 

actually happened. 

At the end br. Chairman asks if anyone  

has a suggestion as to what would be  

good  for our ogganization. But since the  

agenda was fulfilled br Chairman thanking  

members for attendance adjourned the 

meeting at 4
00

 hour and membership 

left in the best order. 

 

 

Verified by    Recording Secretary 

      John Chovanec 

 A Soganich 

 J Gelatka 

 

 

 
Annual Meeting. 

C S B S.  Meeting  Nov.  7.    1965 



 
 

Minutes No.43 
 

The Annual Meeting was hel on Nov. 7, 1965 

Br. Chairman opened the meeting in presence of 

13 members listed in the attendance record below. 

Br. Chairman opened the Meeting in presence of 

13 members named in the attandance record below. 

J. Soganic sr.  J. Juhas sr Mike Kolbasovsky 

Andy Fink   J. Htala   Andy Ovsenik   Joe 

Koritko   J. Hatala    Andy Soganic   J.Chovanec 

George Fedorenko   J.Urban jr. and Paul Tomcik 

As the first point were collected as contributions 

after contributions were done br Chairman asked 

br. Secretary to read the minutes of the last meet 

ng,  So the Secretary rose and read the minutes after 

reading the minutes br. Chairman asks if Everyone 

is satisfied with our minutesbut because nobody 

had any reservations they were  signed as they were read. 

As the next point br. Chairman asked br. 

Accountant to read the ledger and br Accountant 

rose and read the ledger after having read the 

ledger br. Chairman asked br. Treasurer to read 

the cash receipts book. Then br. Treasurer rose 

in ord and read after reading the books br.  

Chairman asks whether Everyone is satisfied  but 

because they had the books in the best order no one 

had nothi any comments. 

As the next point br. Chairman asked br. members 

to rise and observe a minute of silence in memory 

of brother Koval, Then the members rose and pay  

him the tribute. 

 

As the next point. br. Chairman asks members whether 

flowers should be bought for the ill. because the  



 

treasury is declining, we do not have sufficient funds 

A secret ballot took place, 6 votes were for buying 

and 6 were against. Then br. Chairman agrees that 

we will continue to buy them  . 
 

As the next point followed election of new officials  

but because there was nobody to take over, the old 

[ones] have reHeaded for the next year, 1966. 

After the election br. Chairman asks  

if anyone has any idea good for our  

Society but becase nobody had an  

idea  So br. Chairman ended the 

meeting and thanked the members  

for attending and membership 

 left in the best order. 

 

 

 

Verified by    Recording Secretary 

      J. Hovanec 

.A Soganich 

  J  Gelatka 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting of the  C S B S  br.  43   Sudbury    Ont 
 

Minutes  44. 



 
 

   The C.S.B.S. meeting was to held in the Slovak  

National House at 28 Alder Str  Sudbury  Ont  

on Feb. 6, 1966, at two o’clock afternoon in the 

presence of the 13 members named in the 

attendance list below: Emyl Buda,   J. Urban jr.  

Paul Tomcik,  George Fedorenko,  Mike Kolbysovsky 

J. Hatala sr.,  J.Soganic sr.  Joe Koritko 

Andy Ovšanik,  John Gelatko,  Andy Soganic 

J. Chovanec  a George Tomas; 

Br. Chairman Paul Tomcik opened the meeting. 

As the first point. the contributions were collected 

and after contributions br. Chairman asked br. 

Secretary to read the minutes, then the Secretary 

rose and read. Br. Chairman asks whether 

Everyone is satisfied with our ledger, But because 

no one had reservations they were signed as they were  

read by two members. 

As the next point. br. Chairman invited br. 

Accountant to read the ledger, and so br  

Accountant rose and read.  After reading  

the ledger our br. Chairman invited br. 

Treasurer to read the cash receipts book.  

then br. Treasurer rose and read, after  

reading the receipts book br. Chairman asks 

if Everybody is satisfied with the ledger and the  

receipts book but because the books. were 

consistent so everybody was satisfied. 

After the books were done br Chairman asks  

if anyone has anything that would be good for 

our branch, but because nobody had nothing,  

so br Chairman asked the members to rise and 

observe a minute of silence in memory of Three 

deceased bothers of br. 43 who died in the  

past  few years Then the members rose and  



 

pay tribute to the deceased. 
 

Then br Chairman thanked the members 

for participation and membership left 

in the best order. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 3.
35

 hr. 

 

 

 Verified by            Recording 

Secretary 

 John Gelatka           J.  Hovanec 

 Georg Tomas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C S B S  br. 43 Meeting     1966 
 

The CSBS. br. No 43 meeting held in the Slovak  

National House at 28 Alder str Sudbury Ont,  

on June 5, 1966, at two o’clock afternoon in  

presensce of 9 member below.  

Namely. br. Federnk   E Tomas    J. Gelatko 

M. Kolbasovsky   Soganic   J. Koritko   Tomcik 

Ovsanik   Urban jr. 

The first point was collection of  

contributions after contributio ended br.  

Chairman asked br. Secretary to read  

the minutes of the previous meeting but because 

the Secretary was not present the minutes 

were read by br Urban jr. instead. The  

minutes were approved and signed by two 

members. 

As the second Point: Read was the ledger and  

cash receipts book after reading the books br 

Chair. asks if everyone is satisfied but because 

their books were identical nobody had comments. 

Then br. Urban read the letter of the Head Office 

regarding br. Jan Lacko who is ill and his wife 

needs assistance. Assistance is requested also for 

br. Andrej Svihlo. 

Then br. Fedorenko said a few words that 

we cannot give from our treasury because 

we have very little [left]. Br Chairman Tomcik 

proposed to postpone decision for the next time. 

Next br. Urban read the letter of the main  

Secretary Ludovit Gorek on admitting new  

members – etc. 

Brother Urban read also the letter regarding 

absolutions. 



 

From the 60th year [of age?] to 65 one 

month will be absolved and from 65 to 

70 2 months will be absolved 
 

Next, br. Chairman asks if anyone has 

can suggest anything that would be good 

for our Branch, but because the agenda 

was completed the meeting was adjourned 

at four o’clock and membership 

split in the best order.  

 

 

    Verified by              Recording Secretary 

    G. Soganich                 J  Gelatka           J. Hovanec 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Annual CSBS br. 43 Meeting in Sudbury ont. 
 

   The meeting was held in the Slovak National  

House at 28 Alder str in Sudbury ont on  

November 20, 1966 with 11. CSBS br No.43  

participating. 

Brother Chairman opened the meeting at two o’clock 

afternoon in the best order. 

As the first point brother Chairman was  

collection of contributions. after contributions 

brother Chairman asked the Accountant to  

read the minutes after reading the minutes  

brother Chairman asks if everyone is satisfied 

with our minutes but since nobody had any  

comments they were signed as they were read by  

two members. 

As the next point, brother Chairman invited 

brother Accounat to read the ledger and br. 

Accountant rose and read afterreading the  

ledger br Chairman invited br. b Treasurer 

to read the cash receipts book and br. 

Treasurer r ose and read. 

After reading the books br. Chairman asks 

if everyone satisfied but since their books 

were consistent nobody raised objections 

against them. 

Br. John Urban jr. proposes Olga Minder 

to be admitted toour branch from the Youth 

Section. Br. br. Andy Soganic seconded 

As the next point, br. John Urban jr. reminded 

that we accepted two members from the 8th  

branch i.e. brother Lescisin with wife transferred 

by way of official paper writing transfer deed 

to the 43 th branch as of July 1966. 



 

And because we had our previous meeting as late 

as 20 th Nov., 1966 we could not inform the 

members whether or not they can be admitted. 

two members were against their admission. 
 

Br. Fedorenko proposed that the matter 

be postponed until next time. br andy Fink  

seconds the motion of br. Fedorenko. 

Br. J. Urban jr. was against he says the 

matter should be dealth with today either 

will be admitted or explelled,  br. Andy 

ovsanik seconded. and, thus, a secret ballot 

took place 5 votes were for admission one 

vote was against and one was empti. 
 

Then br. Chairman ended the meeting at 

5
10

 hour  agenda was fulfilled thanking  

the members for participation and the 

membership for participation and they left. 

 

 

 Verified by   Secretary 

George Tomas   J.  Hovanec 

A Soganich 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Ordinary Meeting    br. 43  C S B S. 

 

 The minutes taken at the ordinary monthly 

meeting of February 5, 1967 in presence of 8  

members in the Slovak National House in 

Sudbury Ont.  

Namely:  Paul Tomcik   J. Urban jr.   G. Fedorenko 

J. Hovanec   G. Tomas   E. Buda   A. Ovsanik 

Joe Koritko 

Collection of contributions was the first point 

after the contributions ended, br. Chairman 

asked br Recording Secretary to read the minutes. 

After reading the minutes br. Chairman 

asks if everyone is satisfied with our 

minutes but because no one was against 

they were signed as they were read by two members. 

As the next point, br. Chairman asked br 

Accountant to read his ledger and br.  

Treasurer to read the cash receipts book 

after reading the books br. Chairman  

asks if everyone is satisfied, but because 

their books were identical, no one had 

anything against. 

then br. Chairman asks if anybody has  

anything for our branch but because 

only a few members were present br. 

Chairman adjourned the meeting at 3.35 hr 

and Membership split in best order 

 

 Verified by   Recording Secretary 

 

 



 

Ordinary Meeting   br.  43   C.S.B.S. 

 

The meeting of br. 43 was summoned for June 11, 

1967 To the slovak nationa house at 28 Alder st 

in Sudbury. 

The meeting was summoned but not opened. 

Since the attending members were not sufficient. 

 

The ledgers were not read, only the contributions 

were collected and Br Andy Fink donated 

$2.
00

 dollars to our branch. 

 

With  After the contributions were completed 

the membership left in the best order. 

Br. Chairman thanked the members for 

participation, and the Matter was closed. 

 

 

 

 Verified by   A Soganich 

 Andrew     Fink. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Annual Meeting. 
 

The annual meeting was held in the Slovan  

National House At 28 Alder str in Sudbury 

Ont. on November 12, 1967. 

Br. Chairman opened the meeting on Sunday at 

2.
00 

o’clock afternoon in presence of 8 members. 

Listed below :   P.Tomcik,   John Urban jr. 

G. Fedorenko,  J.Hovanec,  Andy Soganic 

Andy Fink,   Mike Kolbasovksy,   G. Tomas. 
 

Collection of contributions was the first point. 

After the contributions were done, br. Chairman 

invited Br. Secretary to read the minutes of the 

previous meeting and br. Secretary rose and read the 

minutes. Br. Chairman asks the members if  

everyone is satisfied with our minutes, but since 

nobody was against, they were signed as they were  

read by two members. 

As the next point br. Chairman asked br. Accountant 

to read the ledger, after reading the ledger br.  

Chairman aksed br. Treasurer to read the ledger 

After reading the ledgers brother Chairman asks if 

eveybody is satisfied but because their books were con- 

sistent nobody had anything against them. 

as the next point the officials‘ wages were 

paid out. 

The new Committee was not elected because there were 

not enought members it was postponed until next meeting. 

The meeting was adjourned at 4
15

 hr. afternoon 

membership left in the best order 

Verified by:        Recording Secretary: 

A Soganich 

 

Mike Kolbasovski 



 

Ordinary C.S.B.S. branch 43 Meeting 

 

  Ordinary C.S P S. 
br43 

meeting was held In the 

  Slovak National House on Sunday afternoon,  

  on February 11, 1968 in presence of 7. members 

in Sudbury Ont. 

Br. dep. Chairman opened the meeting on  

Suday afternoon at 2
00

 o’clock, Since br. 

Chairman could not attned this meeting 

because he was in a hospital with an  

illness.  

As the first point, contributions were collected 

after finishing the contributions the Minutes 

of the Annual Meeting were read. Afterreading 

the minutes br. deputy Chairman asks of  

everyone is satisfied with our minutes but  

because nobody has nothing against it was 

signed as they were read by two members. 

As the second point were read the ledger and 

the cash receipts book after reading the books  

brother Chairman asks if all are satisfied with 

our ledge and our cash receipts book but  

since their books were identical no one raised 

objections. 

As the next point br. John Urban jr. said  

that he spoke with Brother Chairman 

Tomcik. and Br. Tomcik told br. Urban to  

say to the meeting not to send flowers to  

the hospi tal because it is wasting because  

they they do not treat flowers [here]  

properly Br. Andy Soganic proposed not  

to send flowers to the hospital. B r. Andy 

Ovsanik seconded. Then br. Deputy  

Chairman asks who is for not sending 

the flowers.  

The memberhsip agreed. 



 

As the next point the Deputy Chairman 

asks if anyone wants to propose anything 

good for our branch. but because nobody 

had a proposal, the meeting agenda was 

exhausted and the meeting was closed 

membership left in the best order at  

3.
45

 hr. 

 

 

 Verified by   Secretary 

A. Fink    J. Hovanec 

A. Soganich 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Meeting of the C.S.B.S  br No. 43  1968 

 

 The C S B.S. meeting was held in the Slovak 

National House at 28 Alder sr. in Sudbury Ont., on  

June 23, 1968 at two o’clock afternoon 

Br. Chairman opened the meeting in presence 

of 7. members named below:  Joe Koritko,  A. Soganic 

Andy Funk   J.Hovanec,  George Fedorenko, 

John Urban jr.  and Paul Tomcik. 

The first point. was collection of contributions after 

contributions ended br. Chairman asked br. Secretary 

to read the minutes and the Secretary rose and read,  

Br Chairman asks the members if all are satisfied  

but because there were no comments they were signed  

as they were read. 

As the next point. Br. Chairman asked br.  

Accountant to read the ledger afterreading 

the ledger br br. Chairman asked br. Treasurer 

to read the cash receipts book after reading the 

cash receipts book he asks if all are satisfied 

and because they haved the books in the best 

order nobody raised objections. 

as the next point br. Chairman Paul Tomcik 

donated our branch $3.00  And also Andy Soganic 

donated $1.50 for our branch 

The next agenda point was reading of the letter 

of the Main Branch, requesting support for br. 

Jan Luciak who is in ill condition and the support 

was denied as membership does not attend  

meetings in full numbers and the treasury is empty. 

The meeting was adjourned at 315 hr, Membership 

left in the best order 

 Verified by         Recording Secretary 

A. Fink.          J. Hovanec 

A. Soganich 

 



 

Annual Meeting of CSBS br. No. 43 1968 
 

   The Annual Meeting was summoned for Nov. 10, 1968, 

2
00

 o’clock afternoon to the slovak national house at 28 

Alder str in Sudbury Ont. 

Brother Chairman Paul Tomcik opened the meeting 

in presence of 10 members named below. 

Br. P. Tomcik  John Urban jr.  Andy Soganic 

George Fedorenko   J Hovanec   Andy Fink. 

Andy Ovsanik   Mike Kolbasovsky   Geo. Tomas 

and Joe Koritko. 

the first point was collection of contributions. 

after the contributions ended, br Chairman  

asked br. Secretary to read the minutes of the 

previous meeting and br rose and read the minutes 

after reading the minutes br. Chairman asks 

brothers if everyone is satisfied with our 

minutes but because nobody was against it 

they were signed by two members as they were read. 

As the next point br Chairman asked br. 

Accountant to read his ledger so br  

Accountant rose and read the ledger. after  

reading the ledger br. Chairman asked br. 

Treasurer to read the cash receipts book 

Then br Treasurer rose and read the cash 

receipts book after reading the books br  

Chairman asks the members if each of them 

is satisfied with our ledger and receipts  

book but because they had the book in best 

order, nobody raised objections. 

As the next point br. Chairman says  

let’s divide on a new committee for  

1969 but because there only a Few 

 members the new old officials were 



 

re-elected also for the year 1969 

the old officials accepted their 

office for one more year. 

as the next point the officials  

were paid their salaries 

In support of Our branch No 43. 

Donated. 

Paul Tomcik  donatedl  2
00

 dollars 

J.  Hovanec       “    1.
00

 dollar 

Geor. Tomas       “    1 
00

 dollar 

John Urban jr.   “    2.
00 dollare 

Geor. Fedorenko “     1.
00

 dollar 
 

As the next point br Chairman asks the 

members if any of them has anything 

that would serve well to our branch, but 

because nobody had nothing br. Chairman 

closed the meeting thanked the members 

for attending  meeting was adjourned at 3.
45

hr 

membership left in the best order. 

 

 

Verified by         Recording Secretary 

       J. Hovanec 

 

A.   Fink  A  Soganich 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   The ordinary C.S.  B.S. meeting was summoned 

   for Feb 9, 1969,  2.
00

  afternoon,  to the Slovak 

National House at 28 Alder str in Sudbury Ont.  

Br. Chairman P. Tomcik opened the meeting 

in presence of 8 members named below. 

Paul Tomcik  J. Urban jr.  Geor. Fedorenko 

Andy Soganic   Mike Kolbasovsky   Andy 

Fink   Andy Ovsanik, and  John Hovanec 

Collection of contributions was the first point 

[of the agenda]. after finishing contributions  

Br Chairman invited br. Secretary to read the  

minutes of the Annual Meeting. Then the  

Secretary rose and read after reading br. 

Chairman asks if all are satisfied withour  

minutes, but because nobody was against  

they were signed as they were read by two members. 

As the next point the ledger and cash receipts 

book was read after reading theoboks br.  

Chairman if all are satisfied withour ledger 

and cash receipts book but because they had 

the books in the best order nobody had any 

comments. 

As the next point. br. Chairman asks the 

members if it is a good idea that that each 

member pays 1° dollar a year in support of 

our branch because the treasury funds are  

declining because we have expenses and no 

[profit generating] events are organized 

membership agreed that br. Chairman will 

let every member of branch 43 know that  

they should pay a dollar in support of our 

branch by the next meeting. 



 

As the next point br. Chairman asks the members 

if any of them had anything that would be good 

for our branch. 

Sobr.  Andy Ovsanik rose and said that he had a 

[potential] member and whether he could become 

a member of our branch No. 43. By the name of 

Ján Sirka 

Br. Geor. Tomas and Andy Fink seconded and 

membership agreed 

 

Next, br. Chairman asks if anyone wants 

to suggest anything beneficial for us. 

But because the agenda was fulfilled and 

Br Chairman adjourned the meeting at 4
00

 o’clock 

thanked the members for participation and 

membership left in the best 

order. 

 

 

 Verified by    Recording Secretary 

            J  Chovanec 

 A Soganic 

 A Ovsanik 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 C S B S br No 43 Semi-Annual Meeting 

The meeting was held in the Slovak National House  

At 28 Alder str in Sudbury Ont 

Br. Chairman opened the meeting on July 6, 1969  

at 2 o’clock in presence of 10 Members listed below. 

Paul Tomcik   John Urban jr   Georg Fedorenko 

John Hovanec   Andy Ovsanik   Andy Soganic 

Andy Fink   Joe Koritko    George Tomas a 

Mike Kolbasovsky. 

The first point was reading the minutes after 

reading the minutes  br. Chairman asks if everyone 

is satisfied but since nobody raised any objectionss 

they were signed the way they were read by two 

members. 

The next point was reading the ledger and  

cash receipts book after reading br. Chairma 

asks if All are satisfied but because they had  

the books in the best order nobody was  

against. 

As the next point [members] selected for Convention 

and John Hovanec and Mrs Stefania Urban were elected. 

The convention was IN Windzor ont Aug. 1969 
 

As the next Point br. Chairman asks the members 

if anyone has something which would be good for 

our Society but because the agenda was exhausted 

br Chairman closed the meeting and thank the  

members for attendance. The membership left in 

the best order the meeting was adjourned. 

 

Verified by           Recording Secretary 

Andrew Fink. 

  A   Soganich 



 

Annual Meeting of br. No 43 
 

Ordinary meting of branch No 43 
 

The  C S B S. meeting was held on Feb 15, 1970 

In the slovak national house at 28 Alder str 

in Sudbury Ont. 

In presence of 8 members named below. 

Brother:  P. Tonichik.  J Urban  jr.   G. Fedorenko 

J.  Hovanec   Mike Kolbasovsky,   Joe Koritko 

Andy Fink  and  Andy  Soganic. 

Brother Chairman otvoril opened the meeting  

at two o’clock afternoon. 

The first point was collection of contributions 

after contributions ended. Br. Chairman asked 

Br. Treasurer
Secretary

 to read the minutes of 

the Previous meeting. The minutes were read as they  

were recorded. Then br. Chair. asks if all are 

satisfied with our minutes, but since nobody had 

reservations they were signed as they were read. 

as the next point br. Chairman invited br. 

Accountant to read the ledger br. Accountant 

rose and read and, at the same time, readl also  

the cash receipts book. After reading the books 

brother Chairman asks if everyone is satisfied  

but becaue they had the books in the Best order 

nobody raised any objections, 

Br. Chairman asks the member what shall we 

do, withour treasury, we don’t have enough 

money and always some expenses. 

Br.  J.Hovanec proposed to increase 

contributions by 10 cents a member  

a month in order to cover the expenses.  

Then br. Chairman asks the members if 

they are satisfied with it, membership 

supported [the motion]. 



 

As the next point, br Chairman asks if 

anyone has anything forour branch. Br. 

J Hovanec rose and said that he had 

two new members and whether they 

could be admitted to our Society, namely 

his wife and child, the memberhsip agreed. 

  

As the next point, br. Chairman asks if  

anybody else had something but because 

the agenda was fulfilled, br. Chair. 

ended the meeting and the memberhsip 

left in the best order 

 meeting was adjourned. 

 

 

 

 Verif.    Recording Secretary 

 A Soganich    

     J. Chovanec 

Andrew  Fink. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Annual Meeting of CS B S  br. No 43. 

Was held on Sunday November 8, 1970 in at 2 o’clock 

in presence of 8 C S BS. members named below. 

Paul Tomcik    John Urban jr.   George Fedorenko 

John Hovanec   Mike Kolbasovsky   Andy Fink 

Joe Koritko and  Andy Soganic 

As the first Point: Was collection of contributions 

when contributions ended br. Chairman asked 

br. Secretary to read the minutes of the previous 

meeting. Then br. Secretary rose and read the 

minutes, after reading the minutes, br. Chairman 

asks if everybody is satisfied withour minutes, 

but because nobody had reservations they were 

signed as they were taken,  

as the next point br. Chairman asked br. Account- 

ant to read the ledger. Then br. Accountant J. Urban 

rose and read the ledger. 

As the next point br. Chairman asked br. Accountant 

Treasurer to read the cash receipts book, then br. 

Treasurer George Fedorenko rose and read. After 

reading br. Chairman asks the members if they are 

satisfied, but because they had their books in the 

best order nobody had any reservations. 

As the next point, the officials were paid out for the 

year 1970. after paying them Br. Chairman says to 

the members that we have to elect a new Committee 

for 1971 But because we were not present in 

sufficient numbers, the members asked the old 

officials to remain for the next year. And so it was. 

   The meeting was adjourned in the best order  

at 4:15 hour. 

 Verif.                  Recording Secretary 

 Andrew Fink.   J. Hovanec 

 John Hatala 



 

Annual Meeting of C.S.B.S. November 12/  1972. 

 

 Br. Chairman opened the meeting at two o’clock 

on November 12, 1972 in presence of 7 members. 

J. Urban jr.    P. Tomcik   G. Fedorenko   J. Hovanec 

Andy Fink   J. Hatala   and  Joe Koritko. 

as the first point.   was collection of contributio, 

after the contributions were done br. Chairman. asked 

br. Secretary to read the minutes of theprevious meeting.  

So br. Secretary rose and read. After reading. br. 

Chairman asks if all are satisfied. But since nobody 

had comments against they were signed the way they were 

read. 

As the nexet point. the Ledger and cash receipts book  

was read after reading br. Chairman asks if everyone  

is satisfied but because they had the books inbest  

order nobody had any reservations. 

The next point were the salaries of the officials. 

The new Committee was not elected the old one 

remained for the next year. 

As the next point brother Chairman asks if anyone 

has anything which would serve well to our branch. 

But because no one had nothing  br. Chairman 

closes the meeting and thank the members for  

attending. 

 And, thus, membership split in the best 

order at    3.45.
00

 hour 

 

 Verif.    Recording Secretary 

 

 

 

 



 

Ordinary C S B S Meeting May 13/ 73 

 

The ordinary monthly meeting was held on 

May 13, 1973 with 7 members participating, 

at 2 o’clock afternoon. 

The collection of contributions was the first point  

[of the agenda] when coontibutions were finished 

brother Chairman informed members that we need 

a delegate for the Convention they should elect and 

br Fink nominated br. J. Hovanec and Br G.  

Fedorenko seconded.  J. Hovanec accepted. 

As the second delegate was to be elected br. P.  

Tomcik nominated Br. John Soganic and Br Fink 

seconded. 
 

   There were no news and the meeting was adjourned 

in the best order 

Br Chairman thanks the members for attending 

and membershipleft in the best order 

  The meeting was adjourned . 

 

 

 Verfif.    Recording Secretary 

 

 
Cont’d on page 150 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 



 

Annual   Meeting   of   C S B S . br. No. 43. 

 

 The meeting was held in the Slovak  

     National House on Dec 2nd, 1973 in 

     presence of 5 membe 

     Br. P. Tomcik   J. Urban jr.    G. Fedorenko 

  Jan Hovanec   and  br.  Fink. 

 

  As the first point were collected contributions 

after the contributions ended the cash receipts 

book and ledger were read, 

 

    The old committee has remained for the next year  

 

 The meeting was adjourned at 4.30. 

 membership left in the best order. 

 The meeting was adjourned. 

 

 

     Verifiers              Recording Secretary 

 

 
 

 



 

 Minutes ofthesem-annual meeting May 5 74 

 

 The meeting was not opened only the books 

       were read, they were in the best order 

 

       Brother John Urban jr. propo 

       brought two new members namely 

       Henry  Michael  Koncan  o 

       Antony  august  Zlatnik. 

 

       The members approved and were admitted. 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

June   2 / 85   Meeting at Alder Hall  1:30 PM 

 

In attendance 

 J. Hovanec and Mrs J. Hovanec 

 J. Hatala 

 P. Hatala  

 A. Marsh 

 J. Poulton 

 M. Sekerak 

Greeting by President   ( J. Hovanec ) 

 

Convention  in  Welland  Aug.  1 / 85   (2 days) 

     Notice  by  July  15 / 85. 

 

P. Hatala moved that minutes were read 

 Z.   Poulton  seconded. 

 

J.  Hovanec  nominated  by  J. Hatala  for 

  President .   P. Hatala   seconded – 

 Position  accepted  by  J.  Hovanec. 

 

P.   Hatala  nominated  by.  M. Sekerak 

     for  treasurer   Y.  Poulton   seconded. 

 

M.  Sekerak  nominated  by  P  Hatala 

    for  recording secretary – seconded 

 by.  A.  Marsh. 

 

   
$
15.  -   Alder  Hall  Meeting 

   
$
   7 -  High  Mass  J. Urban  sr. 

 

Deposit  certificate  to  be  placed  in 

J.  Hovanec  safety  Deposit  Box  . 

   (  
$
10,000 ,   11.5 70    ,   3 Yrs  ) 



 

Funds  from  Bank  of  Montreal  will  be 

transferred  from  chequing  to  true  savings 

account  to  Credit Union  account 

by   P.  Hatala 

 

    P.  Hatala  proposed to adjourn the  meeting  . 

     A.  Marsh  seconded .           3 : 05   PM. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 


